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Chair: Daniel P. Ferris 
 
Physical guidance is often used in rehabilitation when teaching patients to re-
learn movements. However, the effects of guidance on motor learning of complex 
skills are not clear. The overall goal of this dissertation is to determine how 
physical guidance affects the neural control and motor learning of human 
walking. In the first experiment, I studied the effects of manual assistance on 
kinematics and muscle activation during body-weight supported treadmill training 
in subjects with incomplete spinal cord injury. I found that kinematics and muscle 
activity did not substantially change when subjects were given manual 
assistance. Manual assistance allowed subjects with spinal cord injury to train at 
faster speeds and made muscle activation patterns more similar to those in able-
bodied subjects. In the next set of experiments, I used a novel treadmill-mounted 
balance beam (beam-mill) to study learning of walking balance in neurologically 
xiii 
 
intact human subjects. Subjects practiced walking on the beam-mill with different 
types of physical assistance and were compared to those that practiced without 
assistance. In the second experiment, physical assistance was provided with a 
spring-based stabilization device. Results showed that error-reducing physical 
assistance hindered learning of the unassisted task. In the third experiment, I 
investigated whether augmenting error during practice would enhance learning of 
beam-walking since movement errors drive learning. Two groups of subjects 
practiced with a destabilization device that had springs with medium or high 
negative stiffness. Another group walked on a narrower beam to augment error, 
but with more similar dynamics to the evaluation task. Subjects that practiced 
unassisted had greater performance gains than those that practiced with error 
augmentation. However, practicing on the narrow beam had the best 
performance gains of the error augmentation groups. In the last experiment, 
subjects practiced with a device that permitted normal movement variability but 
minimized catastrophic error (i.e. stepping off the beam). Subjects that practiced 
with this device had very small performance gains, demonstrating that 
catastrophic errors are important for learning walking balance (if they can be 
made safely). Overall, these studies support using physical guidance during gait 





Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
Motivation 
Physical guidance is often given to patients in rehabilitation settings. It can be 
given to increase safety, minimize fear, or to help a patient complete a movement 
they otherwise would be unable to do independently (Wulf, Shea et al. 1998). 
Some studies have analyzed the effect of physical guidance on performing 
simple upper limb reaching movements and showed that guidance can be 
detrimental to motor learning (Armstrong 1970; Winstein, Pohl et al. 1994).  For 
more complex motor skills such as an asymmetrical weight bearing task, 
guidance was also not helpful for learning  (Sidaway, Ahn et al. 2008). In 
contrast, manually assisted body-weight supported treadmill training has been 
shown to be effective in restoring gait in patients with neurological injury (Visintin, 
Barbeau et al. 1998; Behrman and Harkema 2000; Dobkin, Apple et al. 2006). 
The heterogeneity of outcomes of these studies suggest that principles of motor 
learning for simple tasks may not be the same for complex tasks (Wulf and Shea 
2002). There is still much to be learned about how physical guidance should be 
used to maximize rehabilitation outcomes. 
  
Robotic devices have recently been developed to provide physical guidance 
during gait rehabilitation. There is great potential for robotic devices to be useful 
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in rehabilitation settings because of their capability to deliver high intensity and 
dosage of therapy and reliable measurement of performance (Huang and 
Krakauer 2009; Marchal-Crespo and Reinkensmeyer 2009). An example of this 
is the Lokomat (Hocoma AG, Volketswil, Switzerland), a robotic exoskeleton 
used for locomotor training with body weight support on a treadmill (Colombo, 
Wirz et al. 2001).  
 
Manually assisted body-weight supported treadmill training has been considered 
very effective for locomotor training in subjects with spinal cord injury and stroke 
(Visintin, Barbeau et al. 1998; Dobkin 1999; Behrman and Harkema 2000; 
McCain, Pollo et al. 2008), but it is also extremely labor intensive. Manually-
assisted treadmill training may take up to three therapists to administer and may 
lead to repetitive stress injury in the trainers. The Lokomat was developed to 
provide automated locomotor training in patients with neurological injury to help 
reduce the physical demands on the trainers and also to provide more consistent 
training within and between sessions. However, studies have shown that using 
this device may not be as or more beneficial than manually assisted treadmill 
training in subjects with subacute stroke (Hidler, Nichols et al. 2009) and 
incomplete spinal cord injury (Israel, Campbell et al. 2006). This could be due in 
part because it is not known how best to provide physical guidance to maximize 




I want to examine how physical guidance affects the control and learning of 
walking balance. In these studies, I will be studying able-bodied subjects learning 
walking on a narrow balance beam. Once I establish how physical guidance can 
enhance walking balance in healthy subjects, my long-term goal is to extend 
these principles to relevant patient populations (spinal cord injury, stroke, 
elderly).  
 
Balance impairments are common in patients with neurological injury and in the 
elderly (Shumway-Cook, Anson et al. 1988; Woollacott and Tang 1997; Menz, 
Lord et al. 2003). Adequate balance is needed to maintain stability during 
walking, move efficiently, and safely negotiate the environment. Designing a 
therapeutic intervention for improving walking balance in patient populations 
could greatly improve functional mobility in millions of individuals and inform how 
best to design robotic devices used for gait rehabilitation. No studies have 
examined how physical guidance affects motor learning of walking balance. This 
knowledge could inform more efficient and effective treatment strategies for gait 
rehabilitation. 
 
My long-term goal is to design better gait rehabilitation interventions based on 
fundamental motor learning principles. Without knowledge of how physical 
guidance affects motor learning during gait, it is not possible to optimize its use 
during the rehabilitation process. The overall aim of the research described in 
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this dissertation is to determine how different types of physical guidance affect 
motor learning of a specific locomotor task: walking on a narrow balance beam.  
 
Background 
Physical guidance and motor learning 
Feedback about performance of motor skills can be administered in a variety of 
ways. The effects of one type of feedback, knowledge of results, on motor 
learning has been studied quite extensively (Salmoni, Schmidt et al. 1984). 
Knowledge of results is augmented feedback that gives information about the 
extent of error or success of performance after a task is completed. It can be 
administered in different ways (visual, verbal, etc.) and at different frequencies. It 
has been shown that while knowledge of results improves performance when it is 
present, the improvements are no longer present once the feedback is removed 
(Schmidt and Bjork 1992). When knowledge of results is given at high 
frequencies during practice, the learner may become dependent on it to guide 
movement and subsequently does not develop their own strategies for error 
detection and correction (Salmoni, Schmidt et al. 1984; Sidaway, Moore et al. 
1991). 
 
Physical guidance is commonly used in rehabilitation settings and can also be 
viewed as a form of feedback. Physical guidance is different from knowledge of 
results because it affects performance during a trial, whereas knowledge of 
results influences performance on subsequent trials (Winstein, Pohl et al. 1994). 
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It also changes task dynamics (the motion dependent forces experienced during 
the task) which may also affect motor learning. If task dynamics are changed, 
sensory feedback will also likely be affected. This has important implications 
because motor learning is specific to the sensory feedback available during 
practice (Proteau, Marteniuk et al. 1992; Proteau, Tremblay et al. 1998). There 
are instances where physical guidance appears to be helpful in regaining motor 
skills (e.g., body-weight supported treadmill training). It is important that we find 
how best to use physical guidance since it is sometimes necessary to ensure 
safety and prevent injury. 
Physical guidance and internal models  
It is important to understand the impact of using physical guidance in the context 
of the internal model for motor control. Based on previous sensorimotor 
experiences, the central nervous system creates an internal model, or neural 
representation, of limb dynamics and uses it to determine the motor output for a 
desired movement in an expected environment. When the dynamics of the limb 
or environment are different than expected, movement errors result. By 
comparing the expected sensory feedback to the actual sensory feedback, the 
internal model is updated and motor output is modified to successfully produce 
the desired movement (Kawato 1999). Over time, these movement errors drive 
learning of a new model for the new limb dynamics or environment (Shadmehr 
and Mussa-Ivaldi 1994). Recent studies have shown that walking may be 
controlled by an internal model (Lam, Wolstenholme et al. 2003; Pang, Lam et al. 




Since errors are needed to update the internal model for motor control, we would 
expect that using physical guidance that reduces errors to hinder learning. 
Conversely, since errors are critical to motor learning (Rumelhart, Hinton et al. 
1986; Lisberger 1988; Dancause, Ptito et al. 2002), then it could be inferred that 
increasing errors during practice would improve learning. Studies have shown 
that a proportionality exists between motor errors and motor learning 
(Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000; Scheidt, Dingwell et al. 2001). There is also 
some evidence that augmenting error during practice actually does enhance 
motor learning in the upper limb of healthy subjects and subjects with stroke 
(Wei, Bajaj et al. 2005; Patton, Stoykov et al. 2006), as well as in the legs during 
a novel walking task in healthy subjects (Emken and Reinkensmeyer 2005). 
  
One important consideration when using physical guidance is that task dynamics 
may be changed to some extent from the desired task. This depends on how the 
physical guidance is applied and controlled. Changing task dynamics may hinder 
learning because the internal model for the task is re-calibrated for the new 
dynamics created by the physical guidance.  
Model of Walking Balance 
For the majority of the studies described in this dissertation, I examine the effects 
of physical guidance on learning to walk on a treadmill mounted balance beam 
(beam-mill) (Figure 1.1) in able-bodied subjects. The beam-mill provides a 
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continuous walking surface where walking balance is challenged. I also designed 
the beam-mill so that task difficulty could be varied by changing the widths of the  
beam. 
  
There has been much research on the control of postural stability as well as 
quantitative assessments of standing balance (Monsell, Furman et al. 1997; 
Allum and Shepard 1999; Visser, Carpenter et al. 2008). However, there is little 
correlation between static balance and dynamic balance or standing and walking 
balance (Ringsberg, Gerdhem et al. 1999; Owings, Pavol et al. 2000; Shimada, 
 
Figure 1. The treadmill mounted balance-beam.  
Wood blocks (1.27 or 2.5 cm wide) lined up to make a continuous walking surface. This was used 




Obuchi et al. 2003). Since most falls occur during walking, not standing (Blake, 
Morgan et al. 1988; Niino, Tsuzuku et al. 2000), it is imperative that we devise 
assessment tools and rehabilitation strategies that specifically target balance 
during walking. 
  
I chose to study narrow beam walking because it is similar to overground walking 
but is more challenging to dynamic balance.  Beam walking exploits the lateral 
passive instability of walking (Kuo 1999; Bauby and Kuo 2000). Tandem walking 
(walking with one foot directly in front of the other) imposes a decreased base of 
support during walking and is often used in routine neurological testing (Pryse-
Phillips and Murray 1992). Examination of reflex modulation in humans has found 
similar phase-dependency between balance beam walking and treadmill walking 
(Llewellyn et al, 1990). Past research has found that the central nervous system 
increases fusimotor drive to increase sensitivity to proprioceptive feedback in 
cats during beam walking (Prochazka, Hulliger et al. 1987). To compensate for 
the increased fusimotor drive, the nervous system inhibits H-reflex gain for beam 
walking compared to normal walking (Llewellyn, Yang et al. 1990). During difficult 
motor tasks such as beam walking, the modifications in feedback gain likely lead 
to increased sensory resolution at supraspinal areas and perhaps, sensorimotor 
instability. These differences and similarities make beam walking a good 
locomotor task to study motor learning during a challenging locomotor task in 
healthy individuals.  




Chapters 2-5 of this dissertation describe four separate studies. In all of these 
chapters, I examine the effects of physical guidance on different aspects of 
walking. In Chapter 2, I look at how manual assistance given during body-weight 
supported treadmill training affects lower extremity kinematics and muscle 
activation in subjects with incomplete spinal cord injury. This was an important 
initial study for my dissertation because body-weight supported treadmill training 
is considered the “gold-standard” for locomotor rehabilitation in subjects with 
incomplete spinal cord injury (Dobkin 1999; Behrman and Harkema 2000). In the 
next three chapters, I examine the effects of different types of physical guidance 
on learning of narrow beam walking in able-bodied subjects.  
  
Hypotheses 
Chapter 2 is a study where I tested subjects with incomplete spinal cord injury 
(SCI) and measured electromyography and kinematics of the lower extremities 
while walking with and without manual assistance. I compared these results with 
data from able-bodied subjects. For this study, there were two competing 
hypotheses. EMG activity could decrease because the manual assistance given 
to the subjects would decrease patient effort. EMG activity could also increase 
because the manual assistance would help to provide more normative joint 
kinematics and proprioceptive input. This study was published in the Journal of 




In the third chapter, I studied the effects of physical guidance that reduces errors 
on learning walking balance in able-bodied subjects. Subjects practiced walking 
on the beam-mill (2.5 cm wide) with or without assistance provided by a spring-
based lateral stabilization device. To examine the effects of task difficulty on the 
relationship between using physical guidance and learning of walking balance, 
another group of subjects practiced walking on a narrower balance beam (1.27 
cm wide) with or without assistance. I hypothesized that subjects who practiced 
without assistance would have greater performance gains in unassisted beam 
walking than those that did not. This was based on the idea that error drives 
motor learning and assistance tends to reduce errors. I also hypothesized the 
difference in performance gains would be less for those learning the more difficult 
task (walking on the narrow beam). If a task is too difficult, assistance would be 
helpful in producing examples of the desired task. For this study, I designed and 
built the beam-mill. I also built the lateral stabilization device, which was similar to 
the device used in a study by Donelan and colleagues (2004), in which they 
examined the mechanical and metabolic cost of lateral stabilization during 
walking. The data from this study was accepted for publication in Gait and 
Posture in 2009. 
  
In the fourth chapter, I studied how physical guidance that augmented error 
affected learning of walking balance in able-bodied subjects. Subjects practiced 
walking on the beam-mill with or without assistance. In this case, assistance was 
given via a lateral destabilization device that had the properties of a negative 
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stiffness spring. If the subject’s hips moved away from the center of the beam, 
the device applied a proportional force in the same direction as the subject’s 
movement. I hypothesized that subjects that used the destabilization device 
during practice would have greater performance gains in unassisted walking. 
This was based on the idea that error is a critical stimulus to learning and that 
amplifying errors, rather than reducing errors, may enhance motor learning. For 
this study, I designed and built the destabilization device. This study is being 
formatted for submission to the journal Human Movement Science.  
  
Results from Chapters 3 and 4 suggested that performance gains in beam 
walking are related to greater movement variability at the pelvis during practice. 
Greater movement variability may indicate exploration of the subject’s limits of 
stability. The study described in Chapter 5 examines the relative roles of 
catastrophic error and the exploration of the subjects’ state-space in learning to 
walk unassisted on the beam-mill. One group of subjects practiced walking on 
the beam with a device that allowed for exploration of the movement space, but 
minimized catastrophic error (akin to riding a bicycle with training wheels). We 
compared this group to the group that practiced without assistance. I 
hypothesized that the group that practiced with catastrophic error (i.e., stepping 
off the beam) would have greater performance gains than those that practiced 
without catastrophic error. This was based on the idea that exploration of the 
movement space is not complete unless catastrophic errors are experienced 
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during practice. This study is being formatted for submission to the Journal of 
Neuroengineering and Rehabilitation.  
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Chapter 2. Kinematics and muscle activity of individuals 
with incomplete spinal cord injury during treadmill 




Treadmill training with bodyweight support and manual assistance improves 
walking ability of patients with neurological injury. The purpose of this study was 
to determine how manual assistance changes muscle activation and kinematic 
patterns during treadmill training in individuals with incomplete spinal cord injury. 
Methods 
We tested six volunteers with incomplete spinal cord injury and six volunteers 
with intact nervous systems. Subjects with spinal cord injury walked on a 
treadmill at six speeds (0.18-1.07 m/s) with body weight support, with and without 
manual assistance. Healthy subjects walked at the same speeds only with body 
weight support. We measured electromyographic (EMG) and kinematics in the 
lower extremities and calculated EMG root mean square (RMS) amplitudes and 






Normalized muscle activation amplitudes and profiles in subjects with spinal cord 
injury were similar for stepping with and without manual assistance (ANOVA, 
p>0.05). Muscle activation amplitudes increased with increasing speed (ANOVA, 
p<0.05). When comparing spinal cord injury subject EMG data to control subject 
EMG data, neither the condition with manual assistance nor the condition without 
manual assistance showed a greater similarity to the control subject data, except 
for vastus lateralis. The shape and timing of EMG patterns in subjects with spinal 
cord injury became less similar to controls at faster speeds, especially when 
walking without manual assistance (ANOVA, p<0.05). There were no consistent 
changes in kinematic profiles across spinal cord injury subjects when they were 
given manual assistance. Knee joint excursion was ~5 degrees greater with 
manual assistance during swing (ANOVA, p<0.05). Hip and ankle joint 
excursions were both ~3 degrees lower with manual assistance during stance 
(ANOVA, p<0.05).  
Conclusions 
Providing manual assistance does not lower EMG amplitudes or alter muscle 
activation profiles in relatively higher functioning spinal cord injury subjects. One 
advantage of manual assistance is that it allows spinal cord injury subjects to 
walk at faster speeds than they could without assistance. Concerns that manual 






Several investigators have shown that body weight supported treadmill training 
can improve walking ability in those with incomplete spinal cord injury (Wernig 
and Muller 1992; Dietz, Colombo et al. 1995; Wernig, Muller et al. 1995; Dietz, 
Wirz et al. 1998; Wernig, Nanassy et al. 1998; Behrman and Harkema 2000; 
Hicks, Adams et al. 2005; Dobkin, Apple et al. 2006). During this treatment, the 
patient is suspended in a standing position above a treadmill by means of a 
modified parachute harness so that the patient only bears a portion of his weight 
on their legs.  A therapist on each side of the person then manually assists his 
legs through walking motions while the treadmill belt is moving.  A third therapist 
may also stand behind the patient to help stabilize the trunk. One study showed 
that 80% of people with incomplete spinal cord injury who used a wheelchair for 
mobility became functional ambulators after body weight supported treadmill 
training (Wernig, Nanassy et al. 1998). The effects of this training were 
maintained long after the intensive treadmill training ended. However, Dobkin et 
al. performed a multi-center randomized clinical trial that had more equivocal 
results (Dobkin, Apple et al. 2006). They found that body weight supported 
treadmill training was no more effective than highly intensive “conventional” 
physical therapy in improving walking ability. Clearly more research is needed to 
examine mechanisms and ideal training parameters for body weight supported 




Recently, Hidler highlighted the need for more evidence supporting the choice of 
specific training parameters (Hidler 2005). The amount of body weight support 
and the walking speed are just a few of the parameters that can greatly vary 
during treatment. We do not know what is the most effective and efficient manner 
to set these parameters or how to progress them as a patient makes functional 
gains. Another factor of training to consider is the use of functional electrical 
stimulation with locomotor training. Several studies have found therapeutic 
effects of functional electrical stimulation during gait rehabilitation (Field-Fote 
2001; Barbeau, Ladouceur et al. 2002; Field-Fote and Tepavac 2002), but like 
body weight support and walking speed, it is not clear how to optimize its use.  
 
Another parameter of body weight supported treadmill training that needs to be 
considered is the amount of mechanical assistance that should be given and the 
manner in which it is given. One approach is to allow patients to practice 
stepping on a treadmill with body weight support but no mechanical assistance at 
all. This could only be done for patients with sufficient motor ability so that body 
weight support alone facilitated stepping. When this is not possible, the most 
readily available and most used form of assistance is manual. Unfortunately, this 
is also very labor intensive and requires a high level of skill to administer. The 
assistance given could vary from step to step and/or from trainer to trainer. To 
address these limitations, several groups have developed robotic devices to 
provide mechanical assistance during stepping (Hesse, Uhlenbrock et al. 2000; 
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Colombo, Wirz et al. 2001; Emken and Reinkensmeyer 2005; Wirz, Zemon et al. 
2005; Sawicki, Domingo et al. 2006).  
 
One possible downside to manual or robotic assistance during body weight 
supported treadmill training is diminished motor learning. Physical guidance 
improves performance during the learning phase of an upper limb task while 
guidance is given, but the improvement in performance is not retained once the 
guidance is removed (Armstrong 1970; Singer and Pease 1976; Schmidt and 
Lee 1999). There is no clear evidence on how guidance affects learning in 
cyclical lower limb tasks. A fundamental assumption of body weight supported 
treadmill training is that it promotes activity dependent plasticity to improve 
functional ability. Activity dependent plasticity depends on sufficient and 
appropriate voluntary drive to promote modifications in synaptic connections 
(Lotze, Braun et al. 2003; Kaelin-Lang, Sawaki et al. 2005). If manual assistance 
promotes passivity, then it may be detrimental because diminished neural 
activation limits the possibility of neural plasticity in relevant circuits. 
 
In contrast, physical guidance may be necessary to learn how to perform a 
walking movement correctly. Presumably, manual assistance during body weight 
supported treadmill training helps to ensure that the patient is experiencing the 
correct kinematics of walking. This could be important because sensory 
information is an input to the locomotor neural networks. Afferent feedback 
directly influences the spinal generation of muscle activity that produces human 
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walking (Dobkin, Harkema et al. 1995; Harkema, Hurley et al. 1997; Maegele, 
Muller et al. 2002; Beres-Jones and Harkema 2004; Ferris, Gordon et al. 2004; 
Kawashima, Nozaki et al. 2005). Therefore, manual assistance could result in 
afferent feedback more typical of non-disabled persons during stepping practice. 
In addition, there are some situations in which learning a movement without 
physical guidance could be dangerous. When learning to walk after spinal cord 
injury, manual assistance certainly increases safety, especially when walking at 
faster speeds.  
 
The purpose of this study was to determine how manual assistance affects lower 
limb electromyographic (EMG) activity and joint kinematics in subjects with 
incomplete spinal cord injury during body weight supported treadmill training. 
There are two competing hypotheses on how EMG activity might be affected by 
treadmill training with manual assistance. One possibility is that manual 
assistance decreases the patient’s effort, thereby reducing EMG amplitudes. An 
alternative possibility is that manual assistance provides more normative 
kinematic patterns, resulting in more appropriate sensory feedback and 
increasing EMG amplitudes. We examined individuals with incomplete spinal 
cord injury that were able to walk with and without manual assistance at multiple 
speeds during body weight supported treadmill training to compare kinematics 
and muscle activation. The findings of this study should help to determine if 
manual assistance affects EMG activity and joint excursions for body weight 





We tested six adult volunteers with an incomplete spinal cord injury and six 
neurologically intact adult volunteers. Six subjects with incomplete spinal cord 
injury (ASIA Impairment Scale Classification of C or D) at the cervical or thoracic 
level participated in the study. Subjects were at least 12 months post-injury and 
free of any conditions that would limit their ability to safely complete testing. Five 
of six subjects were community ambulators with preferred over ground walking 
speeds of 0.37-0.95 m/s. Of these five subjects, four used canes. Table 2.1 
details the cause, classification, level of spinal injury, preferred walking speed, 
and assistive devices of each subject. Six control subjects (age = 25.8 ± 2.9 
years, mass = 66.7 ± 13.4 kg, mean ± SD) without neurological injury also 
participated in the study. The University of Michigan Institutional Review Board 
approved this project and all subjects gave informed consent prior to 
participating. 
Procedures 
Subjects with spinal cord injury walked on a treadmill with and without manual 
assistance at six different speeds (0.18, 0.36, 0.54, 0.72, 0.89, 1.07 m/s) with 
body weight support (Robomedica,Inc., Irvine, CA).  All subjects with spinal cord 
injury underwent one to two training sessions on the treadmill with body weight 
support prior to data collection to familiarize them with the procedure. The 
amount of body weight support and stepping speeds achieved varied between 
subjects due to their different walking abilities. Subjects with spinal cord injury 
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were supported with 30% body weight support unless they required greater 
support to walk at multiple treadmill speeds. Initially, subjects were asked to walk 
with 30% body weight support without manual assistance. If they were unable to 
take steps at this level of support at 0.36 m/s, body weight support was increased 
in 10% increments until the subject could walk safely at this speed without 
manual assistance. Three subjects walked with 30% body weight support, two 
subjects walked with 50% body weight support, and one subject walked with 60% 
body weight support. The goal of the manual assistance was to minimize gait 
deviations (e.g., increasing step length, increasing toe clearance and hip flexion 
during swing). We attempted to collect data at all speeds for all subjects but only 
two subjects were able to walk at all six speeds with and without assistance. We 
collected data on the remaining subjects from the trials they were able to safely 
complete. Table 2.1 shows the stepping speeds each subject was able to 
achieve. Subjects who normally used lower limb orthoses wore them during 
testing to ensure their safety (Table 2.1). Control subjects walked on the treadmill 
without manual assistance at all speeds with 30% body weight support to match 
the baseline condition of the subjects with spinal cord injury.  
 
The same trainers manually assisted all subjects following the procedures 
described by Behrman and Harkema for locomotor training with partial body 
weight support (Behrman and Harkema 2000). The trainers were instructed and 
supervised by a former trainer who was from the UCLA Human Locomotion 
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Research Center that directed a large scale clinical trial on body weight 
supported treadmill training (Dobkin, Apple et al. 2003). 
Data acquisition and analysis 
While walking under the two experimental conditions, we collected surface 
electromyographic and kinematic data. We used a Konigsberg Instruments, Inc. 
(Pasadena, CA) telemetry EMG system to record activity from eight muscles on 
one lower limb (tibialis anterior, TA; soleus, SO; medial gastrocnemius, MG; 
lateral gastrocnemius, LG; vastus lateralis, VL; vastus medialis, VM; rectus 
femoris, RF; and medial hamstring, MH). Inter-electrode distance was 2.5 cm for 
all subjects and muscles. Electrodes were circular with a diameter of 1.1 cm. We 
verified that cross-talk was negligible by visual inspection of the EMG signals 
(Winter, Fuglevand et al. 1994). We also used footswitches to delineate the 
stance phase and swing phase of gait. We placed electrogoniometers 
(Biometrics, Ltd., Ladysmith, VA) at the ankle, knee and hip joints on each leg to 
record joint angles. If the patient wore an ankle foot orthosis, the goniometer was 
placed on the outside of the orthosis. The computer collected all analog data at 
1200 Hz for 15-25 seconds per trial depending on speed (Motion Analysis 
Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA). Subjects also wore footswitches as insoles to 
indicate the time each foot was or was not on the ground (B & L Engineering, 
Tustin, CA). Contacts in the footswitches were at the heel, fifth metatarsal, first 
metatarsal, and great toe to signify when those areas of the foot were tttbearing 
weight.  Subjects with spinal cord injury performed two trials of each condition 
(with and without manual assistance) and speed in a randomized order. Between 
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4 and 19 steps were analyzed per trial depending on speed. The difference in 
number of steps analyzed across trials and subjects was not likely to artificially 
alter the results (Arsenault, Winter et al. 1986). Although some subjects could 
walk at faster speeds with manual assistance than they could without, only trials 
from speeds at which the subject could walk both with and without manual 
assistance were included. We only analyzed EMG and kinematic data from 
speeds that subjects could both walk with and without assistance because EMG 
amplitudes are a function of walking speed and including the data from the higher 
walking speeds would skew the results.  
 
We used commercial software (Visual 3D, C-Motion, Inc., Rockville, MD) to 
process collected EMG and kinematic data. EMG data were high-pass filtered 
(20 Hz) to remove artifacts while preserving the integrity of the data, and then 
rectified and low-pass filtered (25 Hz). Kinematic data were low pass filtered at 6 
Hz (Winter 1990). Averaged EMG and kinematic profiles were time normalized to 
the percentage of the stride cycle, beginning and ending with heel strike of the 
same foot. We calculated the EMG root-mean-square (RMS) for each step cycle 
within a trial for each muscle, and then averaged these values for an overall RMS 
value for each trial. We also calculated separate RMS values for the stance and 
swing phases of gait. 
 
For each muscle, we normalized EMG RMS data to the highest average RMS 
that occurred in that muscle without manual assistance during one of the two 
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trials at 0.36 m/s. We chose this speed for normalization because it was the 
highest speed that all subjects with spinal cord injury could achieve. Using JMP 
statistical software (Cary, NC), we used a repeated measure ANOVA (individual 
subject by speed by condition) to test for significant differences between 
normalized RMS values for the stance and swing phases separately. We also 
used a repeated measure ANOVA (individual subject by speed by condition) to 
test for significant differences between joint range of motion values. Tukey HSD 
post-hoc tests were performed to identify differences between specific groups.  
 
We performed cross-correlation analyses using Equation (1) to compare 
averaged electromyographic waveforms and kinematic profiles of control 
subjects with the profiles of each spinal cord injury subject with and without 
manual assistance (Huang and Ferris 2004; Kao and Ferris 2005; Wren, Do et al. 
2006).  







=        (1), 
where xi and yi are two series of data, and i = 0, 1, 2, …, N-1. The first series of 
data was the averaged control subject data, and the second series was the data 
from individual subjects with spinal cord injury. Because the data were 
normalized to the percentage of the gait cycle, N = 101 in all analyses. We used 
the cross-correlation results to assess if manual assistance altered the shape 
and timing of muscle activation and kinematic profiles of subjects with spinal cord 
injury so that it was more similar to control subject profiles. We also performed 
cross-correlation analyses to compare EMG waveforms and kinematic profiles of 
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subjects with spinal cord injury walking with manual assistance to walking without 
manual assistance. We performed repeated measure ANOVAs (individual 
subject by speed by condition) to test for significant differences in R-values and 
time lags. Tukey HSD post-hoc tests were performed to identify specific 
differences between groups. Power analyses were also carried out where 
appropriate. 
 
We calculated coefficients of variation (CV) of EMG activation and joint angle 




















       (2), 
where N is the number of intervals over the stride, Xi is the mean value of the 
variable at the ith interval, and σi is the standard deviation of variable X about Xi. 
We performed a repeated measure ANOVA (individual subject by speed by 
condition) to test for significant differences in the coefficients of variation of the 




Three of six subjects with spinal cord injury could walk at faster speeds with 
manual assistance than without. The average highest walking speed without 
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manual assistance was 0.76 m/s. The average walking highest speed with 
manual assistance was 0.95 m/s (Table 2.1). 
Electromyography 
There were clear differences between muscle activation patterns in subjects with 
spinal cord injury and control subjects. However, muscle activation profiles in 
subjects with spinal cord injury walking with manual assistance were very similar 
to profiles while walking without manual assistance (Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3). 
Cross-correlation analyses of average EMG waveforms between with and 
without manual assistance produced correlation values greater than 0.89 and 
phase lags less than 2% (Table 2.2). When comparing spinal cord injury data to 
control data, neither the condition with manual assistance nor the condition 
without manual assistance showed a greater similarity to the control subject data 
(correlation and phase lag, ANOVA, p > 0.05). The exception was that when the 
subjects with SCI were given manual assistance, the profile of the vastus lateralis 
activation was more similar to the profile of the control subjects (p = 0.002, R = 
0.91 without manual assistance, R = 0.93 with manual assistance).. 
 
Muscle activation amplitudes in subjects with spinal cord injury walking with 
manual assistance were very similar to amplitudes during walking without manual 
assistance (Figures 2.4 and 2.5). There were no significant differences in 
normalized EMG RMS between the two conditions for any muscles (ANOVA, p > 




There were increases in muscle activation amplitudes of subjects with spinal cord 
injury with speed. Stance EMG RMS increased from slowest to fastest speeds for 
all experimental conditions in soleus (96%), medial gastrocnemius (120%), 
vastus lateralis (44%), rectus femoris (48%), and vastus medialis (61%) (all p < 
0.01) (Figure 2.4). Swing EMG RMS increased in soleus (61%), medial 
gastrocnemius (33%), vastus medialis (61%), and vastus lateralis (49%) (all p < 
0.04) (Figure 2.5). The remaining muscles did not have significant increases in 
EMG RMS (p > 0.05). 
 
The shape of muscle activation patterns in subjects with spinal cord injury tended 
to become less similar to controls at faster speeds, especially when walking 
without manual assistance. When comparing the without manual assistance 
condition to controls, R-values became significantly less from the slowest to the 
fastest speed in TA (0.85 to 0.83), SO (0.87 to 0.80), MG (0.84 to 0.74), LG (0.85 
to 0.74), VM (0.94 to 0.90), and VL (0.94 to 0.90) (ANOVA, p < 0.05). The phase 
shift also became larger with increasing speed in LG (5 to –26) (p < 0.05).  When 
comparing the manual assistance condition to controls, only the TA had a 
significantly lower R-value with increasing speed (0.87 to 0.83) (ANOVA, p < 
0.05). 
Kinematics 
Kinematic profiles in subjects with spinal cord injury walking with manual 
assistance were very similar to profiles while walking without manual assistance 
(Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3). Cross-correlation analyses between with and without 
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manual assistance produced correlation values greater than 0.77 and phase lags 
less than 3% (ANOVA, p < 0.05) (Table 2.2). There were small differences in 
range of motion between conditions (Table 2.3). During swing, knee joint 
excursion was ~5 degrees greater with manual assistance (ANOVA, p < 0.05). 
During stance, hip and ankle joint excursion were both ~3 degrees lower with 
manual assistance (ANOVA, p < 0.05).  
 
There were differences in the results of the cross-correlation analyses when we 
compared the shape and timing of kinematic profiles of spinal cord injury subjects 
walking with and without manual assistance to control subject data. There was a 
higher R-value and smaller time shift at the knee joint in the comparison of 
walking with manual assistance to control data than in the comparison of walking 
without manual assistance to control data (R, ANOVA p = 0.003; time shift, 
ANOVA p = 0.011) (Table 2.2).  
 
Range of motion of the joints increased with increasing speed in the subjects with 
spinal cord injury. At faster speeds, ankle range of motion over the whole gait 
cycle increased by 63% (ANOVA, p = 0.003). Hip range of motion increased with 
increasing speed during the stance phase (67%) and swing phase (64%) 
(ANOVA, p < 0.001). 
Kinematic Variability 
Variability was less at the ankle joint when subjects with spinal cord injury were 
given manual assistance (CV = 0.46 without manual assistance, CV = 0.34 with 
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manual assistance, ANOVA, p = 0.03). There were no clear differences in 
kinematic variability between the with and without manual assistance conditions 
at the knee or hip (ANOVA, p > 0.05). Figure 2.6 shows mean joint angles ± 1 SD 
for all six subjects with spinal cord injury during walking at 0.36 m/s both with and 
without manual assistance.  
 
Discussion 
The purpose of this study was to determine how manual assistance affected 
lower limb electromyographic activity and joint kinematics in higher-level subjects 
with incomplete spinal cord injury during body weight supported treadmill training. 
We found that muscle activation amplitudes and patterns generally did not 
change when subjects with spinal cord injury were given manual assistance. 
Although we expected altered joint excursions with manual assistance, only small 
changes occurred. There was a small increase in knee joint excursion with 
manual assistance during swing phase of gait, but this was accompanied by 
small decreases in hip and ankle range of motion during stance phase. These 
changes in the joint range of motion excursions were likely due to the facilitation 
provided by the trainers during manual assistance. Variability of the kinematic 
profile at the ankle joint decreased when subjects with spinal cord injury were 
given manual assistance. We also found significant increases in EMG amplitudes 
and joint excursions with higher walking speeds. The shape of muscle activation 
patterns in subjects with spinal cord injury also tended to become less similar to 
controls at faster speeds, especially when walking without manual assistance. 
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We observed some differences between EMG profiles of control subjects and 
SCI subjects (Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3). Interpretation of EMG voltages across 
subjects is generally limited for reasons such as skin impedance, subcutaneous 
fat thickness, muscle morphology, and electrode placement (Hogrel 2005). 
Despite this, it is still worthwhile to note some general differences in EMG 
voltages between control subjects and subjects with spinal cord injury.  
 
The subjects with spinal cord injury adapted to higher speeds differently than the 
control subjects. At the slowest speed, EMG voltages in the thigh muscles and 
TA were generally greater in subjects with spinal cord injury than in control 
subjects (Figure 2.1). Plantar flexor activation amplitudes were comparable 
between control subjects and subjects with spinal cord injury at the slowest 
speed. With faster walking speeds, electromyographic activity in the thigh 
muscles and TA increased in subjects with spinal cord injury but remained about 
the same in control subjects (Figure 2.2 and 2.3). The most noticeable EMG 
amplitude difference with speed between SCI and control subjects was in the 
plantar flexors. Plantar flexor activation greatly increased in control subjects at 
faster speeds, but there was only a small increase in subjects with spinal cord 
injury.  
 
There were concurrent changes in kinematics with increasing speed. Ankle 
plantar flexion increased at terminal stance phase with higher speed in control 
subjects, but there was less of an increase in this joint angle with speed in the 
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subjects with spinal cord injury. Full knee extension was not achieved by subjects 
with SCI, and they also tended to be more flexed at the hip than control subjects 
throughout the gait cycle. These differences in EMG activity and kinematics 
between control subjects and subjects with spinal cord injury suggest that there 
are inherent differences in strategies for walking. Because subjects with spinal 
cord injury have motor deficits, spasticity, and sensory impairments, they must 
use different patterns of muscle activation and kinematics to accomplish the 
same functional movements (Grasso, Ivanenko et al. 2004).  
 
The difference in adaptation to walking at faster speeds by the control subjects 
and subjects with spinal cord injury is of importance. The control subjects 
increased ankle plantar flexor muscle activity at terminal stance to increase their 
walking speed (Figure 2.3).  The subjects with spinal cord injury lacked this 
increase in plantar flexor EMG activity. Normally, the ankle joint contributes more 
mechanical work during walking than the hip or knee (Meinders, Gitter et al. 
1998). Instead, it appeared that the subjects with spinal cord injury compensated 
for the lack of ankle power by increasing muscle activity in the hip flexors. This 
may explain the high net cost of gait in individuals with spinal cord injury (Waters 
and Lunsford 1985). In addition, the inadequacy of ankle push off in terminal 
stance may prevent patients with spinal cord injury from achieving higher walking 
speeds (Pepin, Norman et al. 2003). This suggests that providing powered 
assistance at the ankle joint may be very important when designing robotic 
devices for rehabilitation (Sawicki, Domingo et al. 2006).  
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Our findings suggest that manual assistance may help to keep muscle activation 
patterns more similar to the pattern of control subjects during faster walking 
speeds. The shape of muscle activation patterns in the subjects with spinal cord 
injury became less similar to the control patterns at faster speeds, especially 
when walking without assistance. This is in agreement with previous research 
that showed walking at fast speeds may be an important part of gait rehabilitation 
programs in persons with spinal cord injury. Beres-Jones et al. found that faster 
stepping speeds increase afferent input and efferent activity during walking in 
individuals with spinal cord injury (Beres-Jones and Harkema 2004). Other 
studies indicated that step training at faster treadmill speeds is more effective at 
increasing over ground walking speed than step training at slower treadmill 
speeds in patients with stroke (Pohl, Mehrholz et al. 2002; Sullivan, Knowlton et 
al. 2002). Manual assistance may be beneficial because it allows persons with 
spinal cord injury to more safely achieve higher walking speeds. Half the subjects 
with spinal cord injury in this study could walk at faster speeds with manual 
assistance than without (Table 2.1). 
 
There are potential limitations to this study. One limitation to this study was the 
small number of subjects we tested. The small number of subjects is not a major 
factor in our outcomes. We found significant differences in several variables. For 
many of the variables we did not find significant differences between conditions 
(SO and VL EMG amplitudes during the stance phase, MH EMG amplitude 
during the swing phase, R-values for TA, SO, LG, VM, VL, and ankle joint 
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profiles, and the time shift for SO EMG profile), power analyses showed that 
testing more subjects would not likely change the results. Another variable of this 
study to consider is the ability of the trainers to administer manual assistance. 
EMG activity and kinematics could vary depending on the ability and experience 
of the trainers, and how much assistance the trainers give the subjects. In our 
case, the trainers were under the direct supervision of someone who was trained 
at a leading center in body weight supported treadmill training (UCLA 
Department of Neurology). Manual assistance should only provide enough 
assistance to facilitate normative walking kinematics and not completely 
overpower the efforts of the patient (Wernig 2005). Therefore, it is likely more 
assistance was needed and given at higher walking speeds than at slower 
speeds. When measurement devices are available to quantify the amount of 
assistance given without altering the manner in which the assistance should be 
given, this variable may be included in the statistical analysis. Lastly, subjects 
with spinal cord injury may adapt to walking on the treadmill with manual 
assistance over time, which may result in different muscle activation patterns and 
amplitudes (Pearson 2000). This is likely to happen if their walking ability 
improves with training, as it has been shown in previous studies (Wernig and 
Muller 1992; Dietz, Colombo et al. 1995; Wernig, Muller et al. 1995; Dietz, Wirz 
et al. 1998; Wernig, Nanassy et al. 1998; Behrman and Harkema 2000). A 





Other future studies should involve testing subjects with different levels of 
impairment or with different neurological injuries since body weight supported 
treadmill training is used as treatment for a wide range of patients. All of our 
subjects were classified on the ASIA Impairment Scale as C or D and most of 
them were community ambulators. This was a necessary part of the study 
because the design required that the subjects have some walking ability in order 
to compare walking with and without manual assistance. However, results may 
be different for subjects with spinal cord injury that have more or less functional 
impairments than the ones in our study. Patients with neurological conditions 
other than spinal cord injury, such as stroke, Parkinson’s Disease, or cerebral 
palsy, should also be tested. 
 
Conclusions  
We predicted that EMG activity and joint kinematics would change with manual 
assistance. The overall result, however, is that EMG amplitudes change little with 
manual assistance for relatively higher functioning spinal cord injury subjects. 
There were small but significant differences in joint range of motion with manual 
assistance. Providing manual assistance is not a detrimental part of body weight 
supported treadmill training and it allows subjects with spinal cord injury to walk 
at faster speeds than they could without assistance. In addition, manual 
assistance helps to keep the muscle activation patterns more similar to control 
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Figure 2.1 EMG profiles for subjects with spinal cord injury walking with (MA) and without
(WO) manual assistance and control (C) subjects at 0.18 m/s 
Averaged EMG profiles for tibialis anterior (TA), soleus (SO), medial gastrocnemius (MG), lateral
gastrocnemius (LG), vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis (VL), rectus femoris (RF), and medial
hamstring (MH) and averaged kinematic  profiles for the ankle, hip and knee. Averages are taken
from six subjects with spinal cord injury and six neurologically intact controls. Data from each
subject were averaged over several step cycles within a trial, then over two trials of the same
condition and speed, and finally averaged across subjects for the same condition and speed.
Stride cycles were normalized from heel strike (0%) to heel strike of the same foot (100%).
Vertical lines indicate the beginning of swing phase. The average coefficient of variation across







Figure 2.2 EMG profiles for subjects with spinal cord injury walking with (MA) and without
(WO) manual assistance and control (C) subjects at 0.54 m/s 
Averaged EMG profiles for tibialis anterior (TA), soleus (SO), medial gastrocnemius (MG), lateral
gastrocnemius (LG), vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis (VL), rectus femoris (RF), and medial
hamstring (MH) and averaged kinematic  profiles for the ankle, hip and knee. Averages are taken
from five subjects with spinal cord injury and six neurologically intact controls. Stride cycles were
normalized from heel strike (0%) to heel strike of the same foot (100%). The average coefficient







Figure 2.3 EMG profiles for subjects with spinal cord injury walking with (MA) and without
(WO) manual assistance and control (C) subjects at 0.89 m/s 
Averaged EMG profiles for tibialis anterior (TA), soleus (SO), medial gastrocnemius (MG), lateral
gastrocnemius (LG), vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis (VL), rectus femoris (RF), and medial
hamstring (MH) and averaged kinematic  profiles for the ankle, hip and knee. Averages are taken
from three subjects with spinal cord injury and six healthy controls. Stride cycles were normalized
from heel strike (0%) to heel strike of the same foot (100%). The average coefficient of variation





Figure 2.4 Stance phase EMG RMS for subjects with spinal cord injury walking with and
without manual assistance and control subjects at six different speeds 
Averaged normalized muscle activation amplitudes for tibialis anterior (TA), soleus (SO), medial
gastrocnemius (MG), lateral gastrocnemius (LG), vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis (VL),
rectus femoris (RF), and medial hamstring (MH) for the specified number of subjects with spinal
cord injury and six control subjects. RMS data for each muscle were first normalized to the
highest average RMS value that occurred among two trials at 0.36 m/s. These normalized values
from each muscle were then averaged over two trials of the same condition and speed within a
subject, and finally averaged across subjects for the same condition and speed. Bars indicate
mean ± standard error. There were no significant differences in muscle activation amplitudes





Figure 2.5 Swing phase EMG RMS for subjects with spinal cord injury walking with and
without manual assistance and control subjects at six different speeds 
Averaged normalized muscle activation amplitudes for tibialis anterior (TA), soleus (SO), medial
gastrocnemius (MG), lateral gastrocnemius (LG), vastus medialis (VM), vastus lateralis (VL),
rectus femoris (RF), and medial hamstring (MH) for the specified number of subjects with spinal
cord injury and 6 control subjects. Bars indicate mean ± standard error. There were no significant
differences in muscle activation amplitudes when walking with or without manual assistance






Figure 2.6 Kinematic variability in subjects with spinal cord injury 
Figures show joint angle data (heavy line) ± 1 standard deviation (thin lines) for the six different
subjects with spinal cord injury walking at 0.36 m/s. Variability increases in some subjects and
decreases in others when given manual assistance. Only the ankle joint showed significantly





Table 2.1. Subject Information. 
 Data for each subject showing age, body size, injury level, walking ability, body weight support 
level and walking speeds completed during the study.  
Subject Age  Sex Injury  Injury ASIA* Post Walking Overground BWS Level (%) 
 (yrs.) Height Etiology Level Level Injury Aids Walking Speeds w/o MA (m/s)
    Weight        (mos.)   Speed (m/s) Speeds w/ MA (m/s) 
A 54 F Dermoid 
Tumor 




  165.1 cm     0.18-0.89 
  73.7 kg      0.18-0.89 
          
B 52 F Myxopapillary
Ependymoma
T8/L2 D 93 Quad Cane (R) 0.61 30% 
  156.2 cm      0.18-0.36 
  58.1 kg       0.18-0.72 
C 38 F Transverse 
Myelitis 




  175.3 cm     0.18-1.07 
  115.3 kg      0.18-1.07 
D 24 M Trauma T10/T11 D 111 − 0.95 30% 
  185.4 cm       0.18-1.07 
  101.5 kg       0.18-1.07 
E 55 M Sarcoidosis C5/C6 C 144 Cane (R) 0.48 60% 
  171.5 cm       0.18-0.54 
  83.0 kg       0.18-0.89 




  193.0 cm      0.18-0.72 
    95.3 kg           0.18-1.07 
* ASIA = American Spinal Injury Association Impairment Scale.  





Table 2.2. Cross-correlation analyses of EMG and kinematic profiles. 
 Values shown are the results of cross correlation analyses comparing data for all speeds and 
conditions between: spinal cord injury subjects walking without manual assistance and control 
subject data (WO-Control), spinal cord injury subjects walking with manual assistance and 
control subject data (MA-control), and spinal cord injury subjects walking without manual 
assistance and with manual assistance (WO-MA). Waveforms and profiles were normalized to 
the percentage of the gait cycle and therefore the resulting shifts from the analyses are given in 
percentages. Statistical analyses were then performed (repeated measure ANOVAs) to find 
significant differences between R-values and time shifts.  
  R-value shift (%)    R-value shift (%) 
TA EMG WO-Control 0.81 7  RF EMG WO-Control 0.93 0 
 MA-Control 0.82 5   MA-Control 0.93 0 
 WO-MA 0.91*† 0*†   WO-MA 0.94 0 
SO EMG WO-Control 0.82 5  MH EMG WO-Control 0.87 0 
 MA-Control 0.84 2   MA-Control 0.86 0 
 WO-MA 0.89*† 1   WO-MA 0.95*† 0 
MG EMG WO-Control 0.80 3  Ankle angle WO-Control 0.47 -16 
 MA-Control 0.80 2   MA-Control 0.37 -8 
 WO-MA 0.90*† 0   WO-MA 0.77*† 2 
LG EMG WO-Control 0.83 3  Knee angle WO-Control 0.87 -8 
 MA-Control 0.85 -3   MA-Control 0.91* -5* 
 WO-MA 0.89*† 0   WO-MA 0.96*† 2*† 
VM EMG WO-Control 0.91 0  Hip angle WO-Control 0.77 3 
 MA-Control 0.92 0   MA-Control 0.78 4 
 WO-MA 0.93* 0   WO-MA 0.92*† 1 
VL EMG WO-Control 0.91 0      
 MA-Control 0.93* 0      
 WO-MA 0.93 0      
*Indicates significantly different from WO-Control (p<0.05)     








Table 2.3.  Joint excursions in subjects with spinal cord injury. 
Average joint excursion for all subjects with spinal cord injury at all possible 
speeds while walking with or without manual assistance. Data were averaged 
separately for the stance and swing phase. 
Joint Without Manual Assistance (º) With Manual Assistance (º) 
Ankle   
Stance 18.8 15.8* 
Swing 13.5 14.7 
Knee   
Stance 27.9 28.9 
Swing 36.1 41.4* 
Hip   
Stance 22.3 19.3* 
Swing 23.7 22.5 
*Indicates significantly different than without manual assistance condition (p<0.05) 
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Chapter 3. Effects of physical guidance on short term 




Physical guidance is often used in rehabilitation when teaching patients to re-
learn movements. However, the effects of guidance on motor learning of complex 
skills, such as walking balance, are not clear. We tested four groups of healthy 
subjects that practiced walking on a narrow (1.27 cm) or wide (2.5 cm) treadmill-
mounted balance beam, with (Assisted) or without (Unassisted) physical 
guidance. Assistance was provided by springs attached to a hip belt that applied 
restoring forces towards beam center. All subjects were evaluated while walking 
unassisted before and after training by calculating the number of times subjects 
stepped off of the beam per minute of successful walking on the beam (Failures 
per Minute). Subjects in Unassisted groups had 49.0±4.6% (mean±SEM) less 
Failures per Minute after training compared to before training, while those in 
Assisted groups had 2.88±11.6% more after training (ANOVA: P=0.0002). In 
contrast, during the training period, Unassisted groups had more Failures per 
Minute (16.3±1.91) than Assisted groups (6.35±1.56; ANOVA: P<0.0001). Task 
difficulty affected the relationship between physical guidance and learning the 
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task. Normalized performance gains were relatively smaller in Narrow Beam 
groups than in Wide Beam groups but the interaction effect was not significant 
(P=0.071). The Unassisted-Wide and Assisted-Narrow groups had similar 
Failures per Minute during training (12.26±1.30 and 12.06±2.59, respectively, t-
test: P=0.9158), but the Unassisted-Wide group had much greater performance 
gains after training (-61.2±6.02% and -7.66±7.3%, respectively, P<0.0001). 
These results imply that task specificity during practice can have substantial 
effects on short-term motor learning independent of error experience.  
 
Introduction 
Physical guidance, or force intended to reduce movement error, is often used 
during the rehabilitation of walking. Physical guidance may be given to a patient 
for a variety of reasons: to increase safety, to reduce fear, or to help complete a 
task that a patient may not otherwise be able to perform on their own. However, 
little is known about how using assistance affects motor learning of complex 
tasks such as walking balance. In the elderly, balance is commonly 
compromised, and most falls occur during walking, not standing (Blake, Morgan 
et al. 1988; Niino, Tsuzuku et al. 2000). For this reason, it is important to 
understand how assistance affects learning of walking balance. With this 
understanding, more effective treatments can be designed for gait rehabilitation. 
 
Studies on the effects of physical guidance on motor learning have varied results. 
Physical guidance is not helpful for learning simple movements in the upper 
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extremity (Armstrong 1970). Guidance improved performance during practice 
trials but performance improvements were not present when the guidance was 
removed. One possible explanation is that physical guidance did not allow for 
error detection and correction. Error is a critical stimulus for driving motor 
learning (Rumelhart, Hinton et al. 1986; Lisberger 1988; Dancause, Ptito et al. 
2002). Another recent study examined a more complex movement and found 
slightly different results (Liu, Cramer et al. 2006). Subjects learned to trace a 
complex three-dimensional trajectory with the upper extremity using either robotic 
assistance or visual demonstration. The group that practiced with robotic 
assistance improved in performance but not any better than the group that used 
visual guidance alone (Liu, Cramer et al. 2006). In a task where subjects learned 
to bear weight on their legs asymmetrically, manual guidance provided no help 
(Sidaway, Ahn et al. 2008).  
 
In a more complex whole-body task (learning to use a ski simulator), subjects 
performed movements better when they practiced with ski poles for stabilizing 
guidance than without them (Wulf, Shea et al. 1998). The ski poles allowed the 
subjects to select the magnitude and timing of the assistive forces while 
maintaining focus on the task dynamics. Body-weight supported treadmill 
training, where patients are given manual assistance to move the lower 
extremities through the motions of walking, has been effective in helping subjects 
with neurological injury to re-learn how to walk (Dietz, Colombo et al. 1995; 
Hesse, Bertelt et al. 1995; Wernig, Nanassy et al. 1998; Behrman and Harkema 
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2000; Dobkin, Apple et al. 2006; Hornby, Campbell et al. 2008). However, none 
of these studies had control groups where subjects practiced without assistance. 
These studies suggest that assistance is detrimental to learning easier tasks but 
may be helpful for more difficult tasks. Subjects performing very difficult tasks 
may benefit from using assistance because too many errors would not give the 
subject an appropriate example of the actual task (Sanger 2004).  
 
The purpose of this study was to provide insight on the effects of physical 
guidance on short-term learning of walking balance and to explore if task 
difficulty alters those effects. We chose to study healthy subjects learning to walk 
on a narrow balance beam. Beam walking is similar to over ground walking, but 
is more challenging to dynamic balance because it exploits the lateral instability 
of walking (Donelan, Shipman et al. 2004; Schrager, Kelly et al. 2008). We tested 
two groups of subjects that practiced walking on a 2.5 cm-wide treadmill-
mounted balance beam for thirty minutes, with or without lateral physical 
assistance at the hips. All subjects were evaluated on unassisted beam walking 
pre- and post-training. We hypothesized that subjects that received no 
assistance during training would have greater performance gains than subjects 
that received assistance. We based this hypothesis on the rationale that error 
drives motor learning (Rumelhart, Hinton et al. 1986; Lisberger 1988; Dancause, 
Ptito et al. 2002) and assistance tends to reduce errors. To explore the 
confounding effects of task difficulty on the relationship between physical 
assistance and learning balance, we tested two more groups of subjects (with 
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and without assistance) on a narrower balance beam (1.27 cm-wide). We 
hypothesized that the difference between performance gains in the unassisted 
and assisted group would be smaller for the more difficult task (narrow beam) 
than the easier task (wide beam). This was based on the idea that if a task is too 




We tested 40 neurologically intact subjects (see Table 3.1 for subject 
characteristics). Subjects were medically stable and had no history of major leg 
injury. The University of Michigan Institutional Review Board approved this study 
(IRB#HUM00008186). All subjects gave informed consent according to the 
Declaration of Helsinki prior to participating. 
Equipment 
The equipment for this experiment consisted of a treadmill-mounted balance 
beam (beam-mill), a lateral assist device, force plates and a motion capture 
system. The beam-mill was made of interchangeable small wooden blocks 
attached to the treadmill belt that lined up to make a continuous balance beam 
(Figure 3.1). One beam was 2.5 cm wide by 2.5 cm tall (Wide Beam) and the 
other was 1.27 cm wide by 2.5 cm tall (Narrow Beam). Smaller wooden blocks 
were added to either side of the bases of both beams to make them more stable 




Table 3.1. Subject characteristics. 
 
Group Gender Body mass (kg±SD) Leg length (m±SD)
  M F    
Unassisted-Narrow 4 6 63.7±9.7 0.90±0.056
Assisted-Narrow 6 4 64.7±8.9 0.91±0.053
Unassisted-Wide 6 4 64.6±14.7 0.89±0.063
Assisted-Wide 5 5 64.1±13.2 0.89±0.045
 
 
The lateral assist device was made up of latex tubing and cables that attached to 
the subject via a padded hip belt. We chose this form of assistance because we 
could control the amount of assistance that provided lateral stabilization. We 
provided stabilization in the frontal plane because walking is passively stable in 
the anterior-posterior direction but unstable in the medio-lateral direction (Bauby 
and Kuo 2000). This form of stabilization has been used in other studies 
(Donelan, Shipman et al. 2004; Chang and Ulrich 2008) during treadmill walking. 
A similar device has also been used in clinical settings to stabilize the torso 
during bodyweight supported treadmill training (Behrman and Harkema 2000). 
The springs were stretched and placed laterally so that they provided a restoring 
force towards the center of the beam. When the subject’s pelvis was centered 
over the beam, zero net force was applied to the subject. We had 4 springs of 
different stiffnesses. For each subject, we chose the spring that would provide 
the stiffness closest to the non-dimensionalized spring stiffness of 0.228. To 




where  dimensionalized stiffness,  non-dimensionalized stiffness,  leg 
length and  bodyweight. The non-dimensionalized spring stiffness of 0.228 
was based on springs used during pilot testing. These springs gave subjects 
feedback about their position relative to the beam but did not give them so much  
assistance that it completely prevented them from stepping off the beam. The 
average stiffness of the springs used was 160.96 N/m. We placed single-axis 
 
Figure 3.1. Experimental Setup.  
A subject walking on the treadmill-mounted balance beam with the lateral assist device. The 






tension/compression load cells (1200 Hz; Omega Engineering, Stamford, CT,  
USA)  in series with the springs on both sides of the subject to measure the force 
produced by the springs during walking.  The lateral assist device provided an 
average net force of <3.0% of body weight onto the subject during the training 
period while walking on the beam.  
 
The treadmill was placed above two force plates (sampling rate 1200 Hz; 
Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) so that we could 
calculate center of pressure from the forces and moments produced by the 
subject while walking (Collins, Adamczyk et al. 2009).  
 
We used a 4-camera video system (frame rate 120 Hz; Motion Analysis 
Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA, USA) to record the positions of 4 reflective 
markers placed on the subject's pelvis, neck and shoulders during walking.  
Procedures 
Four groups of 10 subjects walked on the beam-mill for a 3-minute pre-training 
evaluation, a 30-minute training period, and a 3-minute post-training evaluation. 
Two groups walked on the Wide Beam and two other groups walked on the 
Narrow Beam. Treadmill speed was set at 0.22 m/s. This speed was chosen 
based on pilot experiments. Subjects were instructed to walk on the beam for as 
long as possible without stepping off. Instructions were given to all subjects by 
the same experimenter. They had to walk heel-to-toe with arms crossed over 
their torso. They were instructed not to lean forward, twist their trunk, angle their 
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feet away from the longitudinal direction of the beam, or look down. Subjects 
wore goggles that obscured view of the walking surface. Subjects were allowed 
to move their pelvis and trunk laterally to help maintain balance. All subjects wore 
standardized orthopedic shoes. Subjects had to wait five seconds after stepping 
off the beam before attempting to walk on it again. 
 
During the training periods, one of the Narrow Beam groups and one of the Wide 
Beam groups were given assistance via the lateral assist device (Assisted-
Narrow, Assisted-Wide), and the other two groups were not given any assistance  
 (Unassisted-Narrow, Unassisted-Wide). The training duration was 30 minutes 
with rest breaks every 10 minutes. During the pre- and post-evaluation periods, 
all subjects walked without assistance and were made aware of this at the 
beginning of the experiment. 
 
We recorded the number of times the subject stepped off the beam per minute. 
We then divided this quantity by the fraction of time the subject was on the beam 
(not touching the treadmill surface with either foot). This quotient, Failures per 
Minute, was our primary performance metric because it took into account the 
number of errors with respect to the amount of time the subject was successfully 
able to walk on the beam, both indicators of learning and performance. We also 
calculated the standard deviation (SD) of the medio-lateral movement of markers 
placed at the sacrum and the neck (Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, 
CA; 120 Hz) as a measure of movement variability at the upper trunk and pelvis. 
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We calculated percent change of the performance variables by subtracting the 
pre-training value from the post-training value and dividing by the pre-training 
value for each subject to normalize to pre-training performance.  
 
For the pre- and post-training periods, we recorded data for the duration of the 3-
minute trial. For the 30-minute training period, we collected only 20 seconds of 
data per each minute of training.  We used a 4th order, zero-lag low pass 
Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz to smooth center of pressure 
data. Values for SD of markers were calculated only using the data from when 
subjects were on the beam.  
Statistical Analysis 
To evaluate whether Narrow Beam walking was more difficult than Wide Beam 
walking, we performed a 2x2 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) (assist, beam) to 
compare results for percentage time on the beam and number of failures 
between the Narrow Beam groups and the Wide beam groups during pre-training 
(JMP IN software, SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC). We also used this information to 
determine if both assisted groups and both unassisted groups had similar pre-
training scores to each other. 
 
We performed a 2x2 ANOVA (assist, beam, assist*beam) to test for differences 
between the groups and any interaction effect for each of the following 
dependent variables: percent change for Failures per Minute, sacral marker SD 
and neck marker SD. For post-hoc analysis, we performed t-tests to compare 
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results within each beam group as needed to delineate the differences between 
assist groups, and adjusted the alpha level for multiple comparisons using the 
Bonferroni correction (α=0.05/number of tests). 
 
We used generalized estimating equations (GEE) to test for differences in the 
time series data between each group during training (SPSS software, SPSS, 
Inc., Chicago, IL). We also performed contrast tests using pairwise comparisons 
to delineate which groups were different from each other.  
 
Results 
Pre-training results showed that walking on the Narrow Beam was more difficult 
than walking on the Wide Beam. The Narrow Beam groups had significantly 
more Failures per Minute (30.4±1.7, mean±SEM) than the Wide Beam groups 
 
Figure 3.2. Averaged pre- and post-training values for Failures per Minute across subjects 
in all groups.  
Error bars are ±1 standard error of the mean (SEM).  Significant differences are indicated by * 




(19.2±1.2) in pre-training (ANOVA, beam: P<0.0001, power>0.99) (Figure 3.2). 
Both Wide Beam groups had similar pre-training scores, as did both the Narrow 
Beam groups (ANOVA, assist: P=0.6871). 
 
The assistance used during training greatly hindered learning of the unassisted 
task compared to those that did not use assistance (Figure 3.3A). The results 
 
Figure 3.3. Percent change in Failures per Minute, Neck Marker SD, and Sacral Marker SD 
Error bars are ±1 SEM.  Significant differences are indicated by * (t-test, P < 0.05). A. Bars 
represent averaged percent change across subjects in all groups for Failures per Minute. 
Normalized performance gains were relatively smaller in Narrow Beam groups than in Wide 
Beam groups but the interaction effect was not significant. B. Bars represent the averaged 
percent change across all subjects in all groups for the standard deviation of the neck marker in 
the frontal plane. C. Bars represent the averaged percent change across all subjects in all groups 




showed that the Unassisted groups had 49.0±4.6% less Failures per Minute after 
training, and the Assisted groups had 2.88±11.6% more Failure per Minute after 
training (ANOVA, assist: P=0.0002). Post-hoc tests showed that the Unassisted- 
Wide group was different than the Assisted-Wide group (t-test: P=0.0045), and 
that the Unassisted-Narrow group was different than the Assisted-Narrow group 
(t-test: P=0.0030). Power for post-hoc tests were greater than 0.85. The 
interaction effect (assist*beam) approached significance (ANOVA: P=0.0712). 
The Assisted-Wide group had more failures after training (13.4% more failures 
from pre- to post-training). 
 
Most subjects decreased frontal plane movement variability in the upper body 
and increased movement variability at the pelvis during post-training compared to 
pre-training.  The percent change in standard deviation of neck marker 
movement in the medio-lateral direction was significantly different between 
groups (ANOVA, assist: P=0.0017) (Figure 3.3B). Post-hoc tests showed that the 
percent change in movement variability at the neck marker was significantly 
different between the Assisted-Wide and Unassisted-Wide groups (t-test: 
P=0.0235). The narrow beam groups were also significantly different from each 
other (t-test: P=0.0200). Because subjects in the assisted groups had little or no 
improvements after training, the decrease in neck marker movement variability 
after training in the assisted groups suggests that movement at the upper trunk 
was correlated with the ability to maintain balance during beam walking. There 
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were no significant differences between groups for sacral marker movement 
(ANOVA: P=0.4355) (Figure 3.3C).  
 
There were significant differences in the Failures per Minute during training 
between groups (ANOVA: P<0.0001), but post-hoc tests showed that that the  
Unassisted-Wide and Assisted Narrow were not significantly different than each 
other (t-test: P=0.9158) (Figure 3.4A). All other comparisons were significant 
(P<0.0083) except Assisted-Narrow compared to Assisted-Wide (P=0.0373). All 
significant findings for these comparisons had a power greater than 0.9. GEE 
analysis showed similar results when comparing the time series data during 
training (GEE: P<0.001) (Figure 3.4B). Pairwise comparisons showed that there 
were differences between all groups in Failures per Minute (P<0.05) except for 
the Unassisted-Wide and Assisted-Narrow groups (P=0.943). 
 
Movement variability at the sacral marker in frontal plane during training for the 
different groups (Figure 3.4C) paralleled their respective improvements in 
performance (Figure 3.3A).   
 
Discussion 
Our main result was that practice with assistance hindered short-term learning of 
a walking balance task compared to unassisted practice. We also found that the 
effects of physical guidance on motor learning may depend on task difficulty. 




Figure 3.4. Failures per Minute and sacral marker SD during training 
Error bars are ±1 SEM.  Significant differences are indicated by * (ANOVA, P < 0.05) A. Bars 
represent averaged Failures per Minute of walking on the beam during training for each group. B. 
Time series data represent Failures per Minute during each minute of training. Pairwise 
comparisons showed that the Unassisted-Wide and Assisted-Narrow groups were the only 
groups that were not significantly different from each other. C. Bars represent averaged standard 
deviations of sacral marker movement in the frontal plane during training for each group. 
 
hinder learning as much as while walking on the wide beam. Thus, assistance 
appears less detrimental when used during more difficult motor tasks. This is 
consistent with what is considered best practices in clinical rehabilitation: that 
assistance should only be given as much as is needed to complete the task 
(Ryerson and Levitt 1997). It is also consistent with the challenge point 
framework for motor learning that states that task difficulty should be adjusted to 




Physical guidance was clearly detrimental to learning a relatively easy balancing 
task (walking on the wide beam). The Unassisted-Wide group had the largest 
percentage decrease in Failures per Minute for the post-test compared to the 
pre-test (Figure 3.3A). The performances in the post-test were in direct contrast 
to the performance during training. The greater amount of learning by the 
unassisted group could be attributed to experiencing more errors (Failures per 
Minute) during the training period (Figure 3.4A-B).  
 
The results were different in groups that learned the more difficult task (walking 
on the narrow beam). There was a smaller difference between the performance 
gains after training for the assisted and unassisted groups for the narrow beam 
(Figure 3.3A), despite having relatively similar error experience during training as 
the wide beam groups (Figure 3.4A-B). The interaction effect of assist and beam 
approached significance. Thus, for more difficult tasks, physical assistance 
seems to be less detrimental to motor learning. If the task was even more 
difficult, it could be that physical assistance might actually be beneficial 
compared to no assistance. 
 
It is important to dissociate the effects of the mechanical interactions of physical 
guidance and the error experienced during practice on motor learning. Error 
experience is proportional to motor learning (Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000; 
Scheidt, Dingwell et al. 2001). Because physical guidance reduces errors, it 
would follow that physical guidance would hinder motor learning. However, there 
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may be some effect of the mechanical interaction itself that may positively or 
negatively affect learning. To make this distinction, we examined the 
performance of two groups of subjects that experienced similar amounts or error 
during training, but one group had assistance (Assisted-Narrow) and the other 
did not (Unassisted-Wide). 
 
Both the Unassisted-Wide and Assisted-Narrow groups experienced similar 
amounts of error during training (Figure 3.4A) but had different performance 
gains after training. The Unassisted-Wide group had a larger percent change in 
time on the beam and number of failures than the Assisted-Narrow group (Figure 
3.3A). This suggests that another factor is important to motor learning of this task 
other than the amount of errors. 
 
Another possible explanation for the motor learning gains between assisted and 
unassisted groups is that the training for the unassisted group had greater task 
specificity. When the subjects were provided assistance, subjects could have 
learned to rely on the restoring force as an inherent part of the task. According to 
the specificity of practice hypothesis, motor learning is specific to the available 
afferent feedback during practice (Proteau, Marteniuk et al. 1992; Proteau, 
Tremblay et al. 1998). Having task dynamics more similar to the desired task 
would allow the subjects to explore the state-space of position and velocity 
parameters and develop the ability to better control balance. Additionally, groups 
that had greater sacral marker movement variability during training (Figure 3.4C) 
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had greater performance improvements after training (Figure 3.3A). This 
suggests that when subjects explored their limits of stability, they were better 
able to learn how to balance while beam walking. This possibility is in agreement 
with a recent theoretical construct for detecting loss of balance (Ahmed and 
Ashton-Miller 2004). 
 
Previous studies show little correlation between static balance and dynamic 
balance or standing and walking balance (Owings, Pavol et al. 2000; Shimada, 
Obuchi et al. 2003). It is imperative that we devise assessment tools and 
rehabilitation strategies that specifically target balance during walking. We 
developed the beam-mill that can specifically assess walking balance and 
potentially could be used as a means to improve balance during walking. 
 
This study showed that 1) physical assistance hindered short-term learning of 
this walking task, 2) assistance may be less detrimental in more difficult tasks 
and 3) task specificity is important to learning, independent of error experience. 
Future studies should test long-term retention, include wider ranges of difficulty 
levels and amounts of assistance, and test patient populations to see if these 
principles still hold.  
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We studied whether error augmentation during practice would lead to greater 
performance gains in learning a novel walking balance task compared to 
practicing the task without error augmentation. We tested four groups of able-
bodied subjects that walked on a treadmill-mounted balance beam (2.5 cm wide) 
before and after 30 minutes of training. Two of these groups practiced walking on 
the beam during training with a destabilization device that augmented error 
(Medium Destabilization and High Destabilization groups). A third group of 
subjects walked on a narrower beam (1.27 cm wide) during training to augment 
error (Narrow group). The fourth group of subjects practiced walking on the wide 
balance beam during training (Wide group). To measure performance, we 
calculated the number of times subjects stepped off of the beam per minute of 
successful walking on the beam (Failures per Minute). Subjects in the Wide 
group had 61.2 ± 6.0% (mean ± SEM) less Failures per Minute after training 
compared to before training. This was significantly better than the improvements 
after training in the other three groups (Medium Destabilization 23.6 ± 6.2%; High 
Destabilization 8.1 ± 5.3%; and Narrow 34.6 ± 7.9%; ANOVA, P < 0.0001; 
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THSD P < 0.05). The High Destabilization and Narrow groups had significant 
differences in motor learning (P < 0.05) in spite of similar errors during training. 
These results indicate that increasing errors during motor practice does not 
always improve motor learning and supports that task specific dynamics are an 




Physical guidance is often given in rehabilitation settings via the hands of a 
therapist. More recently, robotic devices have been developed to provide 
physical guidance in rehabilitation settings. The use of robotics has much 
potential in rehabilitation because of their ease of use, reliable measurement of 
performance and their capability to deliver a high intensity and dosage of therapy 
(Reinkensmeyer, Emken et al. 2004; Huang and Krakauer 2009). However, to 
maximize rehabilitation outcomes, we must first understand how best to use 
physical guidance, robotic or otherwise (Marchal-Crespo and Reinkensmeyer 
2009; Reinkensmeyer and Patton 2009). 
 
Several studies have shown that physical guidance during practice hinders motor 
learning. For upper limb movements, guidance given frequently during practice 
improved performance, but once the guidance was removed, the improvements 
were not present (Armstrong 1970; Winstein, Pohl et al. 1994).  Similarly, we 
showed in a recent study that error-reducing physical assistance given during 
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practice was detrimental to learning unassisted walking on a narrow balance 
beam (Domingo and Ferris in press). These findings are consistent with the 
theory that error detection and correction allow for forming and updating internal 
models during motor learning (Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000). Internal models, 
or neural representations, are used to compare the expected movement to the 
actual movement produced (Kawato 1999). When errors occur (differences 
between the expected and actual movement), the internal model is updated, and 
motor output is modified to produce the correct movement. Over time, these 
errors drive learning of a new internal model for new limb dynamics or 
environment.  Previous studies have shown that motor learning is proportional to 
motor errors experienced in upper limb tasks (Thoroughman and Shadmehr 
2000; Scheidt, Dingwell et al. 2001). From this evidence, it could be inferred that 
magnifying errors, rather than reducing errors, that the subject experiences may 
increase the rate of motor learning.  
 
Some studies have already shown that amplifying errors improves motor 
learning. Error augmentation can enhance learning of visuo-motor rotations in the 
upper extremities of healthy subjects (Wei, Bajaj et al. 2005). In another study, 
robot-generated forces were applied to the arm of individuals with stroke while 
the moving their arm through a plane. After training, the individuals had improved 
movement trajectories in directions where error was amplified more than when 
error was reduced or was zero (Patton, Stoykov et al. 2006). For motor learning 
in the lower limb, Emken & Reinkensmeyer (2005) showed that error 
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amplification lead to faster formation of the internal model in a novel walking task. 
No study as of yet has tested whether error augmentation could be used to 
improve motor learning of walking balance. This is an important question 
because dynamic balance is a critical component of gait control necessary for 
patients to safely practice walking. 
 
The purpose of this study was to determine if augmenting error during training 
affects short-term learning of walking balance. We studied able-bodied subjects 
learning to walk on a treadmill-mounted balance beam (beam-mill). Beam 
walking is similar to over ground walking, but is more challenging to dynamic 
balance because it exploits the lateral instability of walking (Donelan, Shipman et 
al. 2004; Schrager, Kelly et al. 2008; Domingo and Ferris in press). We 
hypothesized that using error augmentation during training would improve motor 
learning of walking on the beam-mill more than practice without error 
augmentation.  
 
Two groups of subjects practiced walking on the wide beam (2.5 cm) with a 
destabilization device applied at the hips (Figure 1). The destabilization device 
had the properties of a spring with negative stiffness and was used as a form of 
error augmentation. There were two levels of spring stiffness used (Medium 
Destabilization and High Destabilization groups). We then compared these 
results to a group that practiced Wide beam walking without the destabilization 
device (Wide group). All subjects from the three groups were evaluated on the 
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Wide beam without the device pre- and post-training. We hypothesized that 
subjects using error augmentation during practice would have greater 
performance gains than subjects that did not use error augmentation. We based 
this hypothesis on the rationale that error drives motor learning (Rumelhart, 
Hinton et al. 1986; Lisberger 1988; Dancause, Ptito et al. 2002), and therefore 
augmenting error would lead to a faster rate of learning.  
 
We also tested a group of subjects that walked on the narrow beam during the 
training period (Narrow group) and was evaluated pre- and post-training on the 
wide beam. This group had increased task difficulty during training (i.e. error 
augmentation) but was more similar to the evaluation task than using the 
destabilization device. We hypothesized that subjects walking on the narrow 
beam during practice would have greater performance gains than those that 
practiced with the destabilization device on the wide beam. We based this 
hypothesis on the principle that practicing on the narrow beam would have task 
specific dynamics more similar to testing on the wide beam, compared to 
practicing with the destabilization device and testing on the wide beam. Using the 
destabilization device during the training period introduces an additional set of 
external forces applied at the pelvis. Walking on the narrow beam has more 
similar task dynamics to walking on the wide beam because moments are still 
generated at the foot to help maintain balance and no additional external forces 
are introduced anywhere else in the body. We specifically wanted to include this 
comparison because task difficulty would be similar between the Destabilization 
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groups and the Narrow group. This removed the effect of training difficulty and 




We tested 40 able-bodied subjects (see Table 4.1 for subject characteristics). 
Subjects were medically stable and had no history of major leg injuries. The 
University of Michigan Institutional Review Board approved this study. All 
subjects gave informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki prior to 
participating.  
Procedures 
Four groups of 10 subjects walked on the beam-mill for a 3-minute pre-training 
evaluation, a 30-minute training period (with rest breaks every 10 minutes), and a 
3-minute post-training evaluation. During the pre- and post-evaluation periods, all 
subjects walked on the wide beam (2.5 cm wide) to test for performance gains 
and were made aware of this at the beginning of the experiment. The first two 
groups walked with the destabilization device with medium spring stiffness or  
 
Table 4.1. Subject characteristics. 
 
Group Gender Body mass (kg) Leg length (m)
  M F    
Narrow 2 8 60.3±10.5 0.88±0.032
Medium Destabilization 3 7 59.1±8.3 0.88±0.054
High Destabilization 2 8 60.7±8.9 0.87±0.048




high spring stiffness during the training period (Medium Destabilization or High 
Destabilization groups, respectively). A third group walked on the narrow beam 
(1.27 cm wide) during the training period (Narrow group). A fourth group walked 
on the wide beam during the training period (Wide group). Data presented in this 
paper from the Wide group were collected and published in a previous study  
(Domingo and Ferris in press) but are used here to compare to the data from the 
other three groups.  
 
Treadmill speed was set at 0.22 m/s. This speed was determined during pilot 
testing. Subjects were instructed to walk on the beam for as long as possible 
without stepping off. Instructions were given to all subjects by the same 
experimenter. They had to walk heel-to-toe with arms crossed over their torso. 
They were also instructed not to lean forward, twist their trunk, angle their feet 
away from the longitudinal direction of the beam, or look down at their feet. View 
of the walking surface was obscured by using dribble goggles. Subjects were 
allowed to move their pelvis and hips laterally to help maintain balance. All 
subjects wore standardized orthopedic shoes. Subjects had to wait five seconds 
after stepping off the beam before attempting to walk on it again. 
 
For the Medium Destabilization, High Destabilization, and Narrow groups, we 
also had a second day of testing. This test occurred the day immediately 
following the initial day of testing. Subjects walked for 3-minutes on the wide 
beam without the device to test for delayed retention. We also assessed 
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subjects’ intrinsic motivation after each testing session in these three groups. We 
wanted to ensure that the error augmentation was not so difficult that subjects’ 
motivation to do well and effort would diminish. We also recorded the number of 
hours of sleep subjects had between the two days of testing to take into account 
for any differences in consolidation. The motivation questionnaire and its results 
are presented in Appendix 4.1 and 4.2. 
Equipment 
The equipment for this experiment consisted of a treadmill-mounted balance 
beam (beam-mill), a destabilization device, force plates and a motion capture 
system. The beam-mill was made of interchangeable small wooden blocks 
attached to the treadmill belt that lined up to make a continuous balance beam 
(Figure 4.1). One beam was 2.5 cm wide by 2.5 cm tall (Wide) and the other was 
1.27 cm wide by 2.5 cm tall (Narrow). Smaller wooden blocks were added to 
either side of the bases of both beams to make them more stable in the frontal 
plane.  
 
The destabilization device was made up of latex tubing springs, an over-center 
linkage and cables that attached to the subject via a padded hip belt (Figure 4.1). 
This device applied forces onto the subject with springs with an effective negative 
stiffness. The negative spring stiffness was achieved by placing an over-center 
linkage between the subject and the spring. This linkage changed the moment 
arms of the spring and the subject as the subject’s position changed. As 
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the person’s hips moved away from the center of the beam, a proportional force 
was applied to the subject in the same direction. The device made it difficult to 
stay on the beam if the hips moved away from the center of the beam. The 
device also gave subjects feedback about their position relative to the beam. The 
subjects were made aware of the function of the device and were encouraged 
not to translate anteriorly or posteriorly on the treadmill.  
 
 
Figure 4.1. A subject walking on the beam-mill with the destabilization device used to 
apply forces on the subject with springs that appeared to have negative stiffness.  
This was accomplished by varying the moment arms via an over-center linkage placed between 
the springs and the subject. When the subject’s pelvis moved away from the center of the beam, 
the device applied a proportional force onto the subject in the same direction that the subject was 
moving. The inset graph shows a simplified representation of the properties of the device. The 
thin gray lines represent the forces due to each spring, where the heavy black line shows the net 
force due to both springs as a function of the subject’s pelvis. The shaded area represents the 
operating range of the device. Physical blocks were set so that the device was would stop 




When the subject’s pelvis was centered over the beam, there was approximately 
zero net force applied to the subject. We had 8 springs of different stiffnesses. 
For each subject, we chose the spring that would provide the stiffness closest to 
the non-dimensionalized spring stiffness of 0.2978 for the Medium Destabilization 
group and 0.4404 for the High Destabilization group. To determine the desired 
spring stiffness, we used the following equation:  
·  
where  dimensionalized stiffness,  non-dimensionalized stiffness,  leg 
length and  bodyweight. The non-dimensionalized spring stiffnesses of 
0.2978 and 0.4404 were based on springs used during pilot testing. The average 
total stiffness of the device was 192.5 N/m for the Medium Destabilization group 
and 298.4 N/m for the High Destabilization group.  
 
The treadmill was placed above two force plates (sampling rate 1200 Hz; 
Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) so that we could 
calculate center of pressure from the forces and moments produced by the 
subject while walking. The center of pressure helped us determine when the 
subject was on or off the beam.  
 
We used an 8-camera video system (frame rate 120 Hz; Motion Analysis 
Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA, USA) to record the positions of 4 reflective 
markers placed on the subject's pelvis, neck and shoulders during walking. We 
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calculated the standard deviation of the medio-lateral movement of the marker 
placed at the sacrum and neck to determine movement variability. 
Performance measures 
We recorded the number of times the subject stepped off the beam per minute. 
We then divided this quantity by the fraction of time the subject was on the beam 
(not touching the treadmill surface with either foot). This quotient, Failures per 
Minute, was our primary performance metric because it took into account the 
number of errors with respect to the amount of time the subject successfully 
walked on the beam. We also calculated the standard deviation (SD) of the 
medio-lateral movement of markers placed at the sacrum and the neck (Motion 
Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA; 120 Hz). We calculated percent change 
of the performance variables by subtracting the pre-training value from the post-
training value and dividing by the pre-training value for each subject to normalize 
to pre-training performance. For the groups that were tested over two days, we 
also calculated percent change for the performance variables between the 
delayed retention test and the pre-training values. 
  
For the pre- and post-training periods and delayed retention tests, we recorded 
data for the duration of the 3-minute trial. For the 30-minute training period, we 
collected only 20 seconds of data per each minute of training.  We used a 4th 
order low-pass zero-lag Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz to 
smooth raw marker data. Values for SD of markers were calculated only using 
the data from when subjects were on the beam. We used a 4th order low-pass 
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zero-lag Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 25 Hz to smooth raw force 
data, then a 4th order low-pass zero-lag Butterworth filter with a cut off frequency 
of 6 Hz to smooth center of pressure data. Data were processed using custom 
software written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). 
Statistical Analysis 
We first performed an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to determine if groups 
evaluated on the same beams had similar Failures per Minute during pre-training 
(JMP IN software, SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC).  
  
We then performed an ANOVA to test for differences between the groups for 
each of the following dependent variables: percent change for Failures per 
Minute, Failures per Minute during training, and sacral marker SD. For post-hoc 
analysis, we performed Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference (THSD) test to 
compare results between groups as needed to delineate the differences between 
groups.  
 
To test for differences between post-training and delayed retention, we 
performed a repeated measures ANOVA (day, group, group*day, 
subject(random)) for the percent change in Failures per Minute compared to the 
pre-training values.  
 
We also calculated the correlation coefficient between sacral marker standard 
deviation and percent change in Failures per Minute. This would help to 
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determine if there was a relationship between movement variability while walking 
on the beam and the performance gains. 
 
Results 
The groups that practiced with error augmentation experienced more Failures per 
Minute (Medium Destabilization: 27.3±2.0, High Destabilization: 29.6±1.4, 
Narrow: 26.5±2.8, mean±SEM) during the training period than the Wide group 
(12.6±1.3) (Figure 4.2) (ANOVA, P < 0.0001, power = 0.99, THSD, P < 0.05).  All 
three error augmentation groups had similar amounts of Failures per Minute 
during training (THSD, P > 0.05).  
 
 
Figure 4.2. Averaged Failures per Minute during training across subjects for each group.  
Error bars are ±1 Standard Error of the Mean (SEM). The Medium Destabilization (MD), High 
Destabilization (HD) and Narrow groups had significantly greater Failures per Minute during 
training than the Wide group (ANOVA: P < 0.0001, THSD *: P < 0.05).  There was no statistical 




Although more error was experienced during practice in the error augmentation 
groups than in the Wide group, the Wide group had significantly greater 
performance gains than all other groups (-61.2±6.0%) (ANOVA, P < 0.0001, 
power = 0.99, THSD, P < 0.05) (Figure 4.3). The High Destabilization group had 
a smaller percent change in Failures per Minute (-8.1±5.3%) than the Medium 
Destabilization group (-23.6±6.2%), but the difference was not significant (THSD, 
P > 0.05). The performance gains were significantly higher in the Narrow group 
than in the High Destabilization group (THSD, P < 0.05) (Figure 4.3). The Narrow 




Figure 4.3. Averaged percent change ((post-training - pre-training)/pre-training values) for 
Failures per Minute across subjects for each group.  
Error bars are ±1 SEM. The Wide group had greater performance gains after training than both 
Destabilization groups and Narrow group (ANOVA: P < 0.0001, THSD *: P < 0.05). The Narrow 
group had significantly greater performance gains than the High Destabilization group (THSD: P 








Sacral marker movement variability vs. performance gains: The relative trend in 
performance gains for all groups was similar to that in the movement variability of 
the sacral marker (Figure 4.4A & B). The correlation coefficient, ρ, between these 
 
Figure 4.4. Performance gains vs. sacral marker movement variability and failures per 
minute during training.  
Error bars are ±1 SEM. A. Performance gains are the absolute values of the percent change in 
Failures per Minute for each group. The relative performance gains between groups were similar 
to the B. relative sacral marker movement variability during training between groups, and had an 
inverse relationship with C. Failures per Minute during training.  
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variables was 0.4281 (p = 0.0059), and R2 = 0.1833. The relative trend in 
Failures per Minute was opposite that of the performance gains (Figure 4.4A & 
C). 
 
Post training vs. delayed retention: The repeated measures ANOVA analysis 
showed that there was no significant difference between post-training and 
delayed retention values for percent change in failures per minute (ANOVA, day: 




The main result of this study showed that augmented error training with either the 
destabilizing device (Medium Destabilization and High Destabilization) or with a 
narrower balance beam was actually worse for learning walking balance than 
unaltered practice. This was contrary to our hypothesis based on the theory that 
motor learning occurs due to movement errors. We also found that when the 
error augmentation has more similar task dynamics to the desired task (narrow 
beam training), it led to greater performance gains compared to error 
augmentation with less similar task dynamics compared to the desired task 
(destabilization device training).  
 
One explanation for why practicing with the destabilization device led to poorer 
performance gains compared to unaltered practice is the role of internal models 
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in motor learning. Considerable research supports the theory that the nervous 
system forms internal models of movement dynamics during motor learning 
(Kawato 1999; Wolpert, Ghahramani et al. 2001). Recent studies have provided 
specific evidence that humans use internal models during walking (Emken and 
Reinkensmeyer 2005; Lam, Anderschitz et al. 2006) and stationary balance 
(Ahmed and Ashton-Miller 2007). When using the destabilization device, the 
dynamics of the task were changed. As a result, the learner may have formed an 
internal model for walking on the beam that includes the device dynamics. Once 
the device was removed, the subjects had an inappropriate internal model for 
beam walking and exhibited minimal learning during the post-training period. 
Detecting and correcting errors are important for motor learning, but the errors 
must be specific to the dynamics of the desired task.  
 
The importance of task dynamics on internal models could also explain why 
subjects in the Narrow group had greater performance gains than the High 
Destabilization group (Figure 4.3). Walking on the narrow beam during practice 
likely has more similar task dynamics than walking with the destabilization device 
because using the destabilization device applies additional external forces to the 
pelvis and walking on the narrow beam does not. As a result, the internal model 
formed during narrow beam walking was more transferable to wide beam walking 




Another possible reason why the Wide beam group may have had the greatest 
performance gains is that practicing on the wide beam unassisted may have 
provided optimal level of error experience (i.e., stepping off the beam) during 
practice (i.e. at the “optimal challenge point” (Guadagnoli and Lee 2004)). Too 
many errors experienced during practice may not allow for an appropriate 
example of the task (Sanger 2004), and may lead to decreased motivation 
because of frustration. In contrast, too few errors experienced during practice 
may not provide enough feedback to refine the internal model of task dynamics 
(Scheidt, Reinkensmeyer et al. 2000; Patton, Stoykov et al. 2006). The error 
augmentation groups in our study had experienced more errors during practice 
than the Wide group. The task difficulty may have been too high to stimulate 
motor learning. 
 
Our findings were different than previous studies that found error augmentation 
to be beneficial for motor learning. There are several reasons why this may be 
the case. We specifically tested learning of walking balance, while others 
examined learning of discrete arm movements in a plane (Patton and Mussa-
Ivaldi 2004; Patton, Stoykov et al. 2006) or learning to step through a viscous 
force field (Emken and Reinkensmeyer 2005). These types of movements may 
be less complex than the task of maintaining walking balance, which involves 
multiple sensory inputs (visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive) and a high degree 
of coordination among multiple body segments in the upper and lower body. 
Perhaps the complexity and higher degree of difficulty of our task would not be 
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aided by error augmentation, especially in the earlier stages of learning for our 
naïve subjects.  
 
There may be some instances when error augmentation for walking balance may 
be useful. A common issue in rehabilitation is preparing patients for the “real 
world.” Walking does not always occur in a straight line and over smooth 
surfaces. Practicing with error augmentation may help patients respond to 
perturbations or changes in the environment. If the unaltered task can be 
performed proficiently, augmenting error with different task dynamics may be 
beneficial.  By having diverse practice conditions, individuals can generalize 
learning so that learning of a new task happens at a faster rate (Seidler 2004).  
 
Sacral marker movement variability in the frontal plane correlated well with 
performance gains (the absolute value of the percent change in Failures per 
Minute) (Figure 4.4A). The destabilization device in this study increased 
catastrophic error (i.e., stepping off the beam) based on the subject’s 
movements, but it also limited the amount of movement variability that the 
subject was able to experience while walking on the beam (Figure 4.4B). 
Movement variability at the pelvis may reflect the number of smaller errors in 
control that are made, allowing for updates to the internal model. This may be an 
alternative indicator of learning compared to catastrophic errors experienced 
during practice. The destabilization device may have increased catastrophic 
errors, but also decreased the smaller errors experienced while walking on the 
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beam that are evidenced by movement variability. There was a significant 
correlation between movement variability and performance gains (ρ = 0.4281, p = 
0.0059), but only 18% of the variance was explained by this relationship due to 
high inter-subject variability. 
 
These ideas are consistent with the concept that humans detect a loss of 
balance via a “control error signal anomaly” (Ahmed and Ashton-Miller 2004). 
This theory suggests that humans compare incoming sensory feedback with 
predicted sensory feedback during movement using a forward internal model of 
movement dynamics. When the internal model dynamics deviate enough from 
the ongoing sensory feedback, then a failure is detected. Our results suggest that 
the subjects were improving their balance by actively exploring the movement 
space and learning from smaller movement errors.  
 
This study showed that: 1) error augmentation is not always better than 
practicing the task unaltered, 2) task specific dynamics are important 
considerations for practice, and 3) movement variability of the pelvis correlates 
well with performance gains for beam-walking. Future studies should more 
specifically examine the role of movement variability and smaller control errors  
to delineate its effects on learning relative to catastrophic error experience. For 
example, learning to ride a bike with training wheels that do not touch the ground 
while the bicycle is vertical should provide a means for riders to explore the task 
space of balancing without falling over. A similar type of stabilization device for 
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walking could provide a channel of very low forces on the torso during task space 
exploration while providing high forces if the torso moves too far to one side or 
the other to prevent failure.  It could be hypothesized that practice with this type 
of intervention would allow for similar motor learning as unassisted practice with 
reduced catastrophic failures (i.e. falling down). This could be seen as similar to 
the type of kinematic channel in hindlimb movement used during robotic 
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Appendix 4.1 Motivation questionnaire adapted from the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory.  
This inventory has been shown to have strong validity (McAuley, E., Duncan, T., & Tammen, V. 
V. (1987).  Psychometric properties of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory in a competitive sport 






MD HD Narrow 
Day 1 Day 2 Day 1 Day 2 Day 1 Day 2 
Quest. mean SEM mean SEM mean SEM mean SEM mean SEM mean SEM 
1 4.30 0.40 4.50 0.50 3.10 0.53 4.50 0.50 3.40 0.34 4.70 0.30 
2 5.60 0.45 5.70 0.54 6.30 0.26 6.20 0.24 5.70 0.26 6.10 0.23 
3 5.60 0.40 5.70 0.50 6.00 0.39 6.10 0.34 6.00 0.30 6.20 0.20 
4 2.40 0.37 2.50 0.40 2.50 0.27 2.10 0.35 3.40 0.31 2.40 0.27 
5 1.80 0.29 1.60 0.27 1.40 0.16 1.70 0.26 1.80 0.20 1.50 0.17 
6 4.80 0.55 4.90 0.48 5.50 0.34 5.20 0.39 4.80 0.49 5.10 0.50 
7 5.50 0.34 5.40 0.43 4.90 0.35 5.30 0.34 4.50 0.37 5.20 0.42 
8 1.40 0.16 1.70 0.26 1.90 0.28 1.70 0.21 2.20 0.25 1.80 0.25 
9 5.40 0.50 5.20 0.47 4.80 0.44 5.40 0.34 4.80 0.39 5.60 0.34 
10 1.80 0.25 2.10 0.35 1.70 0.15 1.90 0.23 2.00 0.26 2.00 0.30 
11 5.10 0.46 5.00 0.59 4.70 0.37 5.00 0.47 4.50 0.34 5.30 0.45 
12 5.20 0.36 4.90 0.47 4.60 0.45 4.90 0.43 4.60 0.37 5.60 0.45 
Sleep (hr) 6.30 0.52     5.90 0.32     6.80 0.40   
 
 
Appendix 4.2 Questionnaire results for the three error augmentation groups.  
MD: Medium Destabilization group, HD: High Destabilization group, Narrow: Narrow group. 
No significant differences were found in comparisons between groups (ANOVA, P > 0.05). 
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Chapter 5. Effects of using “assistance as needed” for 




It is common for therapists to give patients “assistance as needed” in 
rehabilitation settings. This paradigm has also been suggested as a means for 
controlling robotic devices used for neurological rehabilitation. One specific way 
to implement assistance as needed is to provide assistance only when the 
learner goes outside of a pre-determined kinematic channel, allowing unassisted 
movement variability within the channel. Assistance such as this greatly 
decreases large movement errors that may result in falling down while walking. 
We wanted to test if making catastrophic errors was important for learning to 
maintain balance during walking. We used a novel treadmill mounted balance 
beam to study learning walking balance in able-bodied human subjects. In this 
case, we define catastrophic error as losing balance so that beam-walking is no 
longer possible. One group practiced walking on the beam with an assist device 
(Assisted group) that allowed some movement of the pelvis in the frontal plane 
but restricted lateral movement outside a limited channel. This setup was similar 
to training wheels placed on a bicycle some distance from the ground, reducing 
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catastrophic errors but allowing movement variability. The second group 
practiced without the device (Unassisted group). All subjects were evaluated 
while walking unassisted before and after 30 minutes of training by calculating 
the number of times subjects stepped off of the beam per minute of successful 
walking on the beam (Failures per Minute). The two groups experienced similar 
amounts of movement variability during the training period (ANOVA, P = 0.2626). 
The Assisted group had significantly less Failures per Minute during training 
(1.7±0.44) than the Unassisted group (12.6±1.3) (ANOVA, P < 0.0001). 
Performance gains were significantly greater in the Unassisted group (61.2±6.0% 
change) than the Assisted group (1.7±11.7% change) (ANOVA, P < 0.0001). 
These results indicate that making catastrophic errors are important for learning 




In rehabilitation settings, physical assistance is often given to patients to increase 
safety, reduce fear, or help with task completion. There are many ways to give 
physical assistance, but best practices indicate that assistance should only be 
given “as needed” (Ryerson and Levitt 1997). The amount of assistance given 
should only be enough to help the patient complete the task. This strategy is not 
only used by therapists, but has also been used in  designing the control robotic 




One example for providing assistance as needed is allowing movement to occur 
with some variability but providing assistance when the learner goes outside of a 
pre-determined kinematic “channel.” This idea is akin to using training wheels 
when learning to ride a bicycle. If the training wheels are placed some distance 
off the ground, the bicycle rider could still experience some movement variability 
without catastrophic failure (losing balance so forward movement is no longer 
possible). Remarkably, in spite of the ubiquitous use of training wheels for 
bicycles, there is no published scientific data indicating their effects aiding or 
hindering learning of balance during bicycling. For learning to walk on a narrow 
balance beam, a similar type of stabilization device could provide a channel of 
very low forces on the pelvis to allow for exploration of the task space. If the 
subject’s pelvis moves so far away from the center of the beam that stepping off 
the beam is inevitable, the device would apply higher forces to the pelvis to 
prevent failure. A comparable paradigm has been used to control robotic 
assistance that moved the legs through the motions of walking in spinalized mice 
(Cai, Fong et al. 2006).  
 
We showed in a previous study that subjects that had greater performance gains 
in learning to walk on a narrow beam also had relatively more movement 
variability at the pelvis during practice (Domingo and Ferris in press). Greater 
movement variability (as measured by the standard deviation of the position of 
the sacral marker) could be an indication of the “exploration” of the subject’s 
limits of stability. Subjects that can explore the state-space of position and 
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velocity parameters needed for successful beam-walking may become more 
aware of their limits of stability and develop the ability to better control balance.  
 
Allowing for movement variability may be important for learning, but it has also 
been shown that making errors are essential for motor learning (Rumelhart, 
Hinton et al. 1986; Lisberger 1988; Dancause, Ptito et al. 2002).  Internal models 
used for motor control are updated based on movement errors (Kawato 1999; 
Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000). Previous studies have also shown that a 
proportionality exists between motor errors experienced and motor learning 
(Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000; Scheidt, Dingwell et al. 2001).  
 
When patients are given assistance as needed, it often means that movement 
errors are limited (to ensure safety) while a normal amount of movement 
variability is maintained. Therefore, it is important to know the relative importance 
of each of these parameters of practice (making catastrophic errors and 
exploration of the task space) on motor learning. 
 
In this study, subjects learned to walk on a treadmill-mounted balance beam 
(beam-mill) with or without a stabilizing device. We wanted to specifically 
examine the relative roles of “exploration” of the task space (movement variability 
of the pelvis) and catastrophic error (stepping off the beam) in learning to walk on 
the beam-mill. We tested two groups of subjects that had the experienced the 
same amount of exploration of the task space during beam walking but different 
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amounts of catastrophic error during practice. We hypothesized that subjects 
would have greater performance gains when they experienced more catastrophic 
errors during practice. We based this on the idea that making errors are a critical 




We tested 20 neurologically intact subjects (see Table 5.1 for subject 
characteristics). Subjects were medically stable and had no history of major leg 
injury. The University of Michigan Institutional Review Board approved this study. 
All subjects gave informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki prior 
to participating. Data presented in this paper from the Unassisted group were 
collected and published in a previous study (Domingo and Ferris, 2009).  
 
Equipment 
The equipment for this experiment consisted of a treadmill-mounted balance 
beam (beam-mill), an assist device, force plates and a motion capture system. 
The beam-mill was composed of small interchangeable wooden blocks (2.5 cm  
 
Table 5.1. Subject characteristics. 
 
Group Gender Body mass (kg) Leg length (m)
 M F    
Assisted 4 6 66.5±7.2 0.91±0.019





wide) attached to the treadmill belt that lined up into a continuous balance beam 
(Figure 5.1). Smaller wooden blocks were added to either side of the base of 
each main wooden block to make them more stable in the frontal plane.  
 
The training device was made up of lightweight cables and adjustable straps that 
attached to the subject via a padded hip belt (Figure 5.1). The straps were set so 
that each subject would have maximal space to move in the frontal plane but not 
so much space that the subjects would be unable to right themselves as they 
were beam walking so that their pelvis was over the center of the beam. We 
placed single-axis tension/compression load cells (1200 Hz; Omega 
Engineering, Stamford, CT, USA)  in series with the cables on both sides of the 
subject to measure the tension in the cables produced by the subjects during 
walking. 
 
The treadmill was placed above two force plates (sampling rate 1200 Hz; 
Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc., Watertown, MA, USA) so that we could 
calculate center of pressure from the forces and moments produced by the 
subject while walking. The center of pressure helped us determine when the 
subject was on or off the beam.  
 
We used an 8-camera video system (frame rate 120 Hz; Motion Analysis 
Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA, USA) to record the positions of 4 reflective 
markers placed on the subject's pelvis, neck and shoulders during walking. We 
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calculated the standard deviation of the medio-lateral movement of the markers 
placed at the sacrum and neck to determine movement variability. 
Procedures 
Subjects walked on the beam-mill for a 3-minute pre-training evaluation, a 30-
minute training period, and a 3-minute post-training evaluation. The Unassisted 
group walked on the beam-mill without the device during the training period. The 
Assisted group walked on the beam-mill with the assist device attached to a 
padded hip belt. The training duration was 30 minutes with rest breaks every 10 
minutes. During the pre- and post-evaluation periods, all subjects walked without 
assistance and were made aware of this at the beginning of the experiment. It 
was emphasized to the subjects in the Assist group to use the device only “as 
needed” and not to become dependent on it, because they would not be able to 
use it during the post-training evaluation period. 
 
Treadmill speed was set at 0.22 m/s. Subjects were instructed to walk on the 
beam for as long as possible without stepping off. Instructions were given to all 
subjects by the same experimenter. They had to walk heel-to-toe with arms 
crossed over their torso. They were also instructed not to lean forward, twist their 
trunk, angle their feet away from the longitudinal direction of the beam, or look 
down at their feet. View of the walking surface was obscured by using dribble 
goggles. Subjects were allowed to move their pelvis and hips laterally to help 
maintain balance. All subjects wore standardized orthopedic shoes. Subjects had 
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to wait five seconds after stepping off the beam before attempting to walk on it 
again.  
 
We recorded the number of times the subject stepped off the beam per minute. 
We then divided this quantity by the fraction of time the subject was on the beam 
(not touching the treadmill surface with either foot). This quotient, Failures per 
Minute, was our primary performance metric because it took into account the 
number of errors made with respect to the amount of time the subject 
successfully walked on the beam. We also calculated the standard deviation 
 
Figure 5.1. Experimental Setup. 
A subject walking on the treadmill-mounted balance beam with the assist device. The assist 
device had straps that were set so that each subject would have maximal space to move in the 
frontal plane but not so much space that the subjects would be unable to right themselves as they 




(SD) of the medio-lateral movement of markers placed at the sacrum and the 
neck (Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA; 120 Hz) from the data when  
the subject was walking on the beam. As a measure of performance gains, we 
calculated percent change of the performance variables by subtracting the pre-
training value from the post-training value and dividing by the pre-training value 
for each subject to normalize to pre-training performance.  
 
For the pre- and post-training periods, we recorded data for the duration of the 3-
minute trial. For the 30-minute training period, we collected only 20 seconds of 
data per each minute of training.  We used a 4th order low-pass zero-lag 
Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz to smooth raw marker data. 
Values for SD of markers were calculated only using the data from when subjects 
were on the beam. We used a 4th order low-pass zero-lag Butterworth filter with 
a cutoff frequency of 25 Hz to smooth raw force data, then a 4th order low-pass 
zero-lag Butterworth filter with a cut off frequency of 6 Hz to smooth center of 
pressure data. Data was processed using custom software written in MATLAB 
(The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). 
 
We approximated the net force of the assist device on the subject by taking the 
difference between the tension in each cable as measured by the load cells. We 
then normalized the force data by dividing by bodyweight for each subject. We 
calculated the root-mean-square (RMS) of the normalized net force data from 
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when the subject was on the beam as a measure of how much the subjects used 
the assist device for 20 seconds during each minute of training.  
Statistical Analysis 
We performed an Analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test for differences between 
the groups for each of the following dependent variables: percent change for 
Failures per Minute, Failures per Minute during training, and sacral marker SD 
during training.  
 
To analyze the force data from the assist device, we averaged the RMS data of 
the training period into six 5-minute blocks. We then performed a repeated 
measures ANOVA as an omnibus test to find differences in force RMS between 
the 5-minute blocks. We performed a paired t-test to find statistical difference 
between the first and last 5-minute block of force RMS data.  
 
We also compared the sacral marker SD data during training between groups to 
further examine if movement variability was similar between groups throughout 
the training period. We performed t-tests to compare data between groups during 
the first 5-minutes of training and the last 5-minutes of training.  
 
Results 
Figure 5.2 shows the force profiles of the assist device for 3 typical subjects for 




Figure 5.2. Representative force profile data of assist device.  
Data are from three typical subjects during Minutes 1, 5, and 30 of the training period. Shaded 




Figure 5.3. Representative sacral marker position data in the frontal plane.  
Data are from three typical subjects during Minutes 1, 5, and 30 of the training period. Shaded 




the position of the sacral marker in the frontal plane for same three subjects for 
during Minutes 1, 5 and 30 of the training period.  
 
Subjects in the Assisted group decreased use of the device as the training period 
progressed.  Root-mean-square (RMS) of the net force (normalized to 
bodyweight) per minute was calculated for each subject. Force data was only 
included in calculations from when the subject was on the beam. Figure 5.4A 
shows the averaged force RMS for each minute of data across subjects that 
used assistance during the training period. We averaged the RMS across 5-
minute intervals, and then performed a repeated measures ANOVA to find if 
there were differences in force RMS across the 30-minute training period. The 
analysis showed that there was a statistically significant difference between the 
different 5-minute blocks (ANOVA, P < 0.0001). Post hoc analysis showed that 
there the force RMS for the first 5 minutes (1.2 ± 0.24 % bodyweight) was 
significantly greater than for the last 5 minutes of the training period (0.72 ± 
0.15% bodyweight) (paired t-test, P = 0.0265). 
 
Using the assist device greatly reduced the number of failures during training, but 
during post-training, the number of errors returned to pre-training values. Figure 
5.4B shows the averaged Failures per Minute for both groups during pre- and 
post-training and during each minute of training. Figure 5.4C shows the averaged 
sacral marker SD for both groups during pre-and post-training and during each 





Figure 5.4. Averaged time series data from the training period.  
A. Averaged root-mean-square (RMS) of net force from the assist device as a percent of 
bodyweight. Data are taken only from when subjects were walking on the beam. B. Averaged 
number of Failures per Minute for each minute across subjects for each group. The Assisted 
group had very few Failures per Minute after 10 minutes of the training period. C. Averaged 
standard deviations (SD) for the sacral marker in the frontal plane as a measure of movement 
variability across subjects for each group. Data included in the calculation was only from when 
subjects were on the beam. Averaged data from the first 5 minutes of training showed that there 
were no differences in movement variability (SD) between groups. Averaged data from the last 5 
minutes of training showed that movement variability was higher in the Unassisted group 




We wanted to verify that both groups were had similar amounts of movement 
variability over the whole training period. Sacral marker movement variability was 
slightly greater in the Unassisted group (39.0 ± 2.7 mm, mean ± SEM) than the  
Assisted group (32.7 ± 4.7 mm), but the difference was not significant (ANOVA, 
P = 0.2626) (Figure 5.5A). When comparing 5-minute blocks of data during the 
training period, we found that there were no differences in sacral marker SD (t- 
test, P = 0.8760) between groups during the first 5 minutes of training. During the 
last 5 minutes of training, movement variability was greater in the Unassisted 
group (t-test, P = 0.0143) by 30%.  
 
We also wanted to ensure that the assist device was effective at preventing 
subjects from stepping off the beam. We compared the number of Failures per 
Minute during training for both groups and found that they were significantly 
different (ANOVA, P < 0.0001) (Figure 5.5B). The Assisted group had an average 
of 1.7 ± 0.44 Failures per Minute during the training period, while the Unassisted 
group had an average of 12.6 ± 1.3 Failures per Minute during training.  
 
Practicing with the assist device clearly hindered learning (Figure 5.5C). The 
Assisted group had -1.7 ± 11.7% change in Failures per Minute, while the 
Unassisted group had -61.2 ± 6.0% change in Failures per Minute. There were 





The main result of this study showed that experiencing catastrophic errors 
(stepping off the beam) during practice is important for learning this beam 
walking task. Subjects that received “assistance as needed” experienced  
 
Figure 5.5. Averaged sacral marker SD during training, Failures per Minute during training, 
and percent change in Failures per minute across subjects for each group.  
A. Sacral marker SD calculated from marker position in the medio-lateral direction when subjects 
were on the beam. Data is averaged over the entire training period across all subjects. The 
difference in movement variability between groups was not significant (ANOVA, P = 0.2626) B.  
Averaged Failures per Minute over the entire training period across all subjects. The Assisted 
group had significantly less Failures per Minute during training (ANOVA *: P < 0.0001). C. 
Averaged percent change in Failures per Minute from pre- to post-training. Using the assist 
device during practice clearly hindered learning, as there were significantly greater performance 




movement variability similar to unassisted subjects but had a reduced number of 
failures during practice. This suggests that giving assistance in this manner, akin 
to using static training wheels when learning to ride a bicycle, may increase 
safety, but is not helpful for motor learning of a walking balance task.   
 
There are several reasons why this type of assistance may have hindered 
learning of narrow beam walking. A learner’s ability to recognize and correct their 
errors increases as movement skill improves (Liu and Wrisberg 1997).  Although 
using the assist device allowed for a similar amount of movement variability as 
the unassisted group, it also greatly reduced opportunities for error detection and 
correction.  After about 10 minutes of training, the Assisted group rarely stepped 
off the beam, while the Unassisted group continued to step off the beam 
throughout the training period. The lack of error experience in the Assisted group 
may have hindered learning. This is in agreement with the idea that internal 
models are formed and updated based on movement errors (Kawato 1999; 
Wolpert and Ghahramani 2000). If no movement error is sensed, then the 
internal model cannot be updated and refined for the desired task.  
 
The assist device also changed task dynamics by applying forces to stop lateral 
translation of the pelvis once the subject reached a pre-determined distance 
away from center. The presence of these forces could greatly affect how subjects 
learn to maintain balance on the beam-mill. Strategies formed to balance while 
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using the assist device are likely very different than those used without the 
device.  
 
Subjects in the Assisted group had about the same amount of pelvis movement 
variability as the Unassisted group throughout most of the training period (Figure 
5.4C). This shows that the assist device did allow enough space for normal 
movement variability. However, the subjects in the Assisted group were less 
variable with their movements by the end of training. These subjects were told at 
the beginning of the experiment not to become dependent on the device because 
they would be evaluated on Unassisted beam-walking. They may have 
concentrated too much on avoiding using the device assistance and as a result, 
ended up with reduced movement variability. Alternatively, subjects may have 
been able to use very low forces from the device towards the end of training for 
feedback to limit their movement variability.  
 
Although the Assisted group used the device minimally during training, especially 
towards the end of training (Figures 5.2 & 5.4A), even very small forces may 
have helped to maintain balance. Several studies have shown that light touch 
(less than 1 Newton of force) at the fingertip can greatly reduce postural sway 
during standing with eyes closed due to the augmented sensory feedback rather 
than physical stabilization (Holden, Ventura et al. 1994; Jeka and Lackner 1994; 
Kouzaki and Masani 2008). In our study, most subjects in the Assisted group 
reported that they felt they had greatly decreased the use of the device at the 
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end of the training period. However, it is possible that subjects unknowingly 
became dependent on the very low forces during practice. These forces may 
have been able to give some cues to their position in space. Perhaps these low 
forces from the device within the kinematic channel could be eliminated by 
placing physical blocks a small distance away from each side of the pelvis. Even 
so, the restriction in movement provided by these blocks would likely change task 
dynamics enough to hinder learning.  
 
A recent study comparing the effectiveness of locomotor training using the 
Lokomat (a robotic exoskeleton used for automated treadmill stepping) versus 
conventional gait training in patients with subacute stroke (Hidler, Nichols et al. 
2009) supported the results of our study. They found that subjects that received 
conventional gait training had greater improvements in gait speed and walking 
distance than those that trained in the Lokomat. They attributed these results in 
part to how the Lokomat provides guidance of the lower extremities and greatly 
restricts motion at the trunk and pelvis. If motion is limited at the trunk and pelvis, 
the patients are unable to sense and correct for movement errors during walking 
and would greatly limit learning of balance. 
 
There is another possible reason why the Assisted group had lower performance 
gains. There are two separate parts of this task that require different dynamics: 
getting on the beam initially and then taking steps to stay on the beam. Because 
this group spent most of their time walking on the beam, they had fewer 
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opportunities to learn the act of successfully getting back on the beam after a 
failure. Without this skill, subjects were more likely to step off the beam soon 
after stepping on, greatly increasing the number of Failures per Minute. 
 
Task space exploration and making errors are closely related. This is supported 
by the observation that humans seem to detect a loss of balance with a “control 
error signal anomaly” (CEA) during standing balance (Ahmed and Ashton-Miller 
2004; Ahmed and Ashton-Miller 2007). To determine motor output for a desired 
movement, the central nervous system creates an internal model of limb 
dynamics based on previous sensorimotor experiences. The expected sensory 
feedback is then compared to the actual sensory feedback. If a sufficiently large 
error (CEA) is detected, then a compensatory response will occur. Subjects that 
successfully learned to walk on the narrow balance beam may have been 
actively exploring the task space, detecting errors, and using the movement 
errors to update the internal model.  
 
This study showed that making catastrophic errors was important for learning to 
walk on the beam-mill. Rehabilitation strategies should be devised so that 
assistance allows patients to make catastrophic errors (so that the goal 
movement is no longer possible) during practice but still maintain safety and 
prevent falls. Our results also showed that maintaining task dynamics during 




Chapter 6. General Discussion 
 
The overall goal of this dissertation was to examine the effects of physical 
guidance on motor control and learning of walking.  In my first experiment, I 
found that using manual assistance to help move the legs through the motions of 
walking did not substantially change muscle activation amplitudes and also 
helped to keep muscle activation patterns more similar to those in neurologically 
intact subjects while stepping at faster speeds. The results from this study 
suggest that physical guidance can be helpful for gait rehabilitation.  
 
In the next three experiments, I investigated the effects of different types of 
physical assistance used during practice on learning unassisted beam-walking. 
Subjects that used the spring-based lateral stabilization device saw little to no 
improvement in unassisted beam-walking. Subjects that practiced with error 
augmentation had improved performance after training. The magnitude of their 
improvements depended on how similar the task dynamics of practice were 
compared to those of the desired task (walking unassisted). The subjects that 
practiced with the destabilization device had smaller performance gains than the 
subjects that practiced on a narrower beam as a form of error augmentation. In 
the last experiment, subjects that practiced with a device that allowed normal 
movement variability and smaller control errors but limited catastrophic error 
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(stepping off the beam) had little to no performance gains. In each of these 
studies, the group that had the greatest performance gains was always the group 
that practiced without assistance.  
 
There is a lack of controlled studies on how physical guidance affects control and 
learning of a whole body task. This is surprising considering that physical 
guidance is used so frequently in rehabilitation settings. The need to understand 
how best to use physical guidance grows with the advent of robotics being used 
for gait rehabilitation. The studies in this dissertation were able to provide some 
insight as to why current robotic devices have not been as effective in locomotor 
rehabilitation. 
 
The results of my studies emphasized the importance of maintaining task 
specificity during practice and that they should be prioritized when determining 
treatment protocols. Physical guidance may alter task dynamics to varying 
degrees, thereby affecting learning. My experimental outcomes were grounded in 
the theory of the internal model of motor control. The internal model controls 
movement by comparing expected sensory feedback with ongoing sensory 
feedback. If a movement error is sensed, the internal model is re-calibrated so 
that upcoming motor commands will help make the correct movements. These 
errors are usually specific to the task and environment. If the practice 
environment and desired task environment are too different, performance of the 




Although several studies have shown that error is proportional to learning 
(Thoroughman and Shadmehr 2000; Scheidt, Dingwell et al. 2001), there is 
evidence to the contrary for some movement tasks. Fine and Thoroughman 
(2006) found that motor adaptation was insensitive to the amplitude of error but 
was sensitive to the direction of error. These results might be a result of the 
constraints of the specific task and the magnitude of perturbations used.  
 
My results are in accord with studies that show gait training with a robotic 
exoskeleton results in limited improvements in gait in subjects with incomplete 
spinal cord injury (Wirz, Zemon et al. 2005) and stroke (Hidler, Nichols et al. 
2009) compared to body-weight supported treadmill training or conventional gait 
training. There are several reasons why this may have happened. First, subjects 
walking in the exoskeleton were not permitted to experience errors in movement. 
In addition, the movement of the pelvis and trunk is greatly restricted in the 
exoskeleton. These restrictions in movement do not allow the subject to learn 
walking balance because the device obviates the need to control balance. 
Robotic devices such as the Lokomat may be useful for the earliest stages of 
mobilization, but likely should not be used for patients that are able to produce 
their own steps because of the manner in which it provides guidance.  
 
Overall, the studies in this dissertation support the use of physical guidance 
during gait rehabilitation but emphasize that task specificity must be maintained 
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as much as possible during practice. This can be problematic as most forms of 
physical guidance used during balance re-training substantially alter task 
dynamics. These findings should provide important insight for designing robotic 
devices for gait rehabilitation. Usually errors are prevented during practice to 
maintain patient safety, but it may be more beneficial to find methods that allow 
patients to make movement errors without the risk of injury, so they can learn 
from them. 
 
Strengths of approach 
I built a treadmill-mounted balance beam that provided a means to specifically 
assess walking balance in able-bodied subjects. A task such as this is distinctive 
because most quantitative measures of balance are measures of static or 
standing balance. Since most falls occur during walking and not standing (Blake, 
Morgan et al. 1988), a tool such as the beam-mill could help to gain insight on 
the principles of learning walking balance. Understanding how humans learn 
walking balance would be very important for designing treatment protocols for 
gait rehabilitation. The beam-mill also allowed me to vary task difficulty because 
the blocks that formed the balance beam were interchangeable.  
 
The task of walking on the beam-mill can provide direct insight into how people 
control and learn to balance during walking. There are established methods to 
quantify standing balance (computerized dynamic posturography), but there is no 
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equivalent test for walking balance. The beam-mill provided a method to 
discretely quantify walking balance.  
 
Study limitations 
For the walking balance studies, the level of assistance given to subjects did not 
change throughout training. This was one way of controlling the manner in which 
assistance was given between groups. However, recent studies suggest that task 
difficulty should be dynamically adjusted to the skill level of the learner 
(Guadagnoli and Lee 2004; Choi, Qi et al. 2008). Changing task difficulty so that 
some level of error experienced is maintained helps to ensure that performance 
gains continue to occur. Subjects that received assistance that reduced error 
(Chapters 3 and 5) essentially stopped making errors (stepping off the beam) 
after about 10 minutes of training. We could have attempted to maintain the 
“optimal challenge point” by reducing spring stiffness in the lateral stabilization 
device once the subjects went below this point. However it may take extensive 
pilot testing to determine what the “optimal challenge point” is for this task.  
 
Another limitation to the walking balance studies was the limited amount of 
practice the subjects had on the beam-mill. Although I did observe differences in 
learning between groups, the results may have been different if I had multiple 
days of training rather than just one. In groups where I tested delayed retention, 
there were no differences between performance immediately after training 
compared to performance during the second day of testing. However, it is 
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possible that there would be differences in delayed or long-term retention if 
subjects practiced walking on the beam over multiple days.  
 
It is possible that the lack of performance gains observed when using the assist 
devices may have been due to the specific devices themselves and not the use 
of physical guidance as a whole. There are several parameters of these devices 
that could be modified. For example, if the springs used in the stabilization device 
used in Chapter 3 were less stiff, then greater performance gains may have been 
observed. In Chapter 5, it is possible that if physical blocks or bumpers were 
used to limit catastrophic error rather than cables connected to the hip belt, the 
low forces within the kinematic channel would have been eliminated. This may 
have led to greater performance gains.  
 
It could also be argued that the unassisted groups had the greatest performance 
gains because the control subjects had training most similar to the evaluation 
test. The groups that used the lateral stabilization device or had augmented error 
during practice could be considered as having performed transfer tasks during 
the post-test. This is an important consideration but in rehabilitation settings the 
practice environment is almost always different from the desired task. This is why 
we tested different forms of error augmentation in Chapter 4.  
 
In Chapters 3-5, we compared different groups of subjects that practiced under 
different conditions. Alternatively, the study could have been a repeated-
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measures or Latin Squares design. Subjects would have practiced with each of 
the different devices and then immediately tested on unassisted beam-walking to 
eliminate any between-subject differences. However, this design also has 
limitations because of the practice effects. Every time the subjects practiced 
walking on the beam, it would affect subsequent performance. For this reason, I 
chose to test each subject with only one practice condition.  
 
One specific limitation of using the lateral destabilization device is that the 
subjects’ goals may have changed while wearing the device. During the pre- and 
post-training trials, the subjects’ instructions were to walk on the beam for as long 
as possible without stepping off. However, when the subject’s wore the lateral 
destabilization device, their goal may have changed to keep their hips as still as 
possible so the device would not pull them off the beam. This strategy is useful 
for staying on the beam without the device, but subtly changed the goals of the 
subject between the training trial and the evaluation trials.  
 
When assistance was used in the walking balance studies, the level of 
assistance was not changed during practice. This may have limited performance 
gains because studies using knowledge of results to augment feedback during 
practice have shown it to be more effective in enhancing learning when it is 
tapered rather than presented with every trial (Salmoni, Schmidt et al. 1984). 
Perhaps if the physical guidance was tapered during practice based on time or 
performance (Choi, Qi et al. 2008), subjects using assistance during practice 
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would have experienced greater performance gains. This could be accomplished 
by decreasing spring stiffness or decreasing beam width. 
 
Another weakness to the experimental design was the small number of subjects 
in each group (N = 10). Because of this, small differences in the baseline 
performance between groups may have affected the experimental outcomes. 
Collecting more subjects would add more statistical power. However, I am 
confident the results would hold for a larger sample size given the quality of the 








Chapter 7. Conclusions 
Major findings 
Chapter 2: 
Hypothesis: For this study, there were two competing hypotheses. EMG activity 
in individuals with incomplete spinal cord injury (SCI) could decrease because 
the manual assistance given to the subjects would decrease effort. EMG activity 
could also increase because the manual assistance would help to provide more 
normative joint kinematics and proprioceptive input. 
 
Findings: EMG amplitudes in individuals with incomplete SCI did not change with 
manual assistance. EMG profiles stayed more similar to those of able bodied 
subjects at higher speeds when they walked with manual assistance. 
Chapter 3: 
Hypothesis: Able-bodied subjects that practiced without physical guidance would 
have greater performance gains in unassisted beam walking than those that did 
not because error drives motor learning and assistance tends to reduce errors. I 
also hypothesized the difference in performance gains would be less for those 
learning the more difficult task (walking on the narrower beam). 
 
Findings: 1) Using physical guidance that reduced errors during practice 
hindered short-term learning of narrow beam walking, 2) assistance may be less 
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detrimental in more difficult tasks and 3) task specificity is important to learning, 
independent of error experience. 
Chapter 4: 
Hypothesis: Subjects that used the error augmentation device during practice will 
have greater performance gains in unassisted walking. 
 
Findings: 1) Error augmentation is not always better than practicing the task 
unaltered, 2) task specificity is an important considerations for practice and 3) 




Hypothesis: Holding movement variability equal, subjects that experience 
catastrophic error will have greater performance gains than those that do not 
experience catastrophic error during training. 
 
Findings: Subjects that experienced catastrophic error during practice had much 
greater performance gains than those that did not. Although the exploration of 
task space is important, experiencing catastrophic error is essential for motor 




Recommendations for future work 
My dissertation studies have revealed the relative importance of task specificity 
during practice. Although physical assistance has proven to be overall 
detrimental to learning narrow beam walking, it will continue to be a mainstay in 
rehabilitation settings because safety cannot be compromised. In addition, some 
patients may have decreased strength or dyscoordination and would need 
physical guidance to complete movements.   
 
Results from my dissertation studies suggest that another next step for this line 
of research should examine the use of performance-based adaptive practice 
schedules (Choi, Qi et al. 2008). In each of my studies, I kept the level of 
assistance constant throughout the practice period. The Challenge Point 
Framework for motor learning suggests the difficulty of the task should be 
dynamically adjusted to the skill level of the learner (Guadagnoli and Lee 2004). 
Therapists constantly re-assess their patients’ abilities and adapt their treatment 
activities to maintain a moderately high level of difficulty so that performance will 
improve at a steady rate. However, it is difficult to define and articulate how and 
when to make these changes to the treatment program. Extensive pilot testing 
(or clinical experience when dealing with patients) would be required to know 
how and when to change task difficulty to maximize learning.  
 
It is possible that physical guidance could be helpful in the earlier stages of 
learning very difficult tasks. Physical guidance could help provide successful 
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examples of the task. In the studies described in this dissertation, subjects were 
able to take at least a couple of steps in their first attempts of walking on the 
beam-mill. If able-bodied subjects were tested on an even more difficult task, 
such as walking on a tightrope instead of a balance beam (or a patient with 
stroke learning to walk again), it is possible that physical guidance could increase 
the rate of learning in the beginning stages. Otherwise, these tasks would be 
almost impossible to perform initially. Future studies should also investigate how 
physical guidance affects motor learning in clinical populations to see if these 
principles still hold. 
 
The beam-mill also has potential to be used as a balance assessment and/or 
treatment tool because it specifically challenges walking balance. Walking 
balance deficits could be quantified with the beam-mill by testing subjects on 
different width beams. Studies would need to show the reliability and validity of 
the beam-mill as a balance assessment tool. Patients that need to improve their 
balance could also walk on the beam-mill to challenge their dynamic balance and 
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